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Preface

How to Use This Book
Options give investors so much flexibility that when it came to writing a book named 

The Bible of Options Strategies, I found myself cursing just how flexible they can be! 

Fifty-eight options strategies is a lot of ground to cover, but in reviewing them all 

again (I’ve done it several times), I was reminded of the beauty of these amazing 

trading instruments.

Options give you the ability to do so many things—they enable you to configure 

your investment aims in any way you like. The benefits of options are often trotted 

out to new students or prospective customers as the first salvo of an up-sell 

campaign, but they’re worth looking at again, this time from a practical point of view.

Options enable you to:

■ Control more assets for less money.

 One option contract represents 100 shares of stock and is usually a fraction of 

the cost of what you’d pay for the equivalent number of shares.

 For example, ABCD stock is priced at $26.20 on June 2, 2015.

 An option to buy ABCD shares (a call option) might be priced at 2.60. Because 

one contract represents 100 shares, you can therefore buy one ABCD call 

contract for $260.00 [100 × 2.60]. The alternative would be to buy 100 shares of 

the stock for a total sum of $2,620. So, in this example, you can buy ABCD call 

options for around 10% of the stock price in order to control $2,620 of ABCD 

stock until the appropriate expiration date of the option.

■ Trade with leverage.

 Because the cost basis is so low, the position is much more sensitive to the 

underlying stock’s price movements, and hence your percentage returns can be 

so much greater.

■ Trade for income.

 You can design strategies specifically for the purpose of generating income on a 

regular basis.
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xxiv  Preface

■ Profit from declining stocks.

 You can use puts and calls to ensure that you can make money if the stock goes 

up, down, or sideways.

■ Profit from volatility or protection against various factors.

 Different options strategies protect you or enable you to benefit from factors 

such as time decay, volatility, lack of volatility, and more.

■ Reduce or eliminate risk.

  Options enable you to substantially reduce your risk of trading, and in certain 

rare cases, you can even eliminate risk altogether, albeit with the trade-off of 

very limited profit potential.

So, with all the different benefits of options, why on earth would traders not be curi-

ous to learn more about them? Well, for a start, the initial barrier to entry is quite 

high, in that options are reasonably complex instruments to understand for the first 

time. After you’re over that hurdle, though, they become more and more fascinating! 

The other reason is that there is such a multitude of other investment securities for 

people to choose from. Many will pick what seems like the simplest, rather than what 

may fit their investment aims the best.

Given that options can be a challenge, it’s my job to make life as simple as possible 

for you. One of the ways in which I do this is to break things down into pictures so 

you can see what you’re doing. As soon as you can see what you’re doing, life 

becomes much clearer when you’re creating options strategies. Everything to do 

with OptionEasy and all my material is designed to be visual-friendly. This goes back 

to when I started to learn all about options and the fact that the penny only started 

to drop when I converted the concepts into pictures. All of a sudden, everything fit 

into place, and I started to be able to extend logic faster and further than before.

This book is designed to be a reference book, one that you can pick up anytime to 

learn about and understand a strategy. It isn’t an academic workbook. It’s a practical 

book, written for traders, designed to work interactively with your trading activities. 

As the title suggests, it’s a book about options strategies, of which we take on 58! 

That’s not to say you need to learn about each and every one of them, but at least you 

have the choice!

In order to make life easier for you, we categorize the strategies into different 

descriptions for the following criteria:

Proficiency Level
Each strategy is assigned a “value” in term of its suitability for different levels of 

trader. Each level is given an associated icon.
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 Preface  xxv

 Strategies suitable for novices

 Strategies suitable for intermediates

 Strategies suitable for advanced traders

 Strategies suitable for expert traders

The allocations are defined according to a subjective view of complexity, risk, and 

desirability of the strategy. Therefore, some highly risky and undesirable strategies 

have been put into the Expert basket in order to warn novices and intermediates 

away. Also, Novice strategies are not exclusive to novice traders. It’s simply a ques-

tion of suitability, and novice strategies are highly relevant and suitable to all levels 

of trader.

In some cases, the strategy is not complex at all but is considered unacceptably 

risky for novice and intermediate traders (at least without a warning). I have tried to 

be objective here, but I’m mindful not just of my own experiences but also the many 

students who regularly show me their trading disasters! Conservative by nature, I’m 

a believer that loss of opportunity is preferable to loss of capital, and perhaps some of 

these rankings bear testimony to this philosophy.

Market Outlook
This is where we define whether a strategy is suitable to bullish, bearish, or direction-

neutral outlooks.

 Strategies suitable for bullish market conditions

 Strategies suitable for bearish market conditions

 Strategies suitable for sideways market conditions

Volatility
Volatility is one of the most important factors affecting option pricing and therefore 

option trading. You really should familiarize yourself with the concept, which, for-

give the plug, is dealt with in my first book, Options Made Easy (Third Edition).
Here, we define whether a strategy is suitable for trades anticipating high 

volatility or low volatility in the markets. Some strategies, such as straddles, require 

high volatility after you’ve placed the trade, so a straddle would fall into the High 

Volatility category.

 Strategies suitable for high-volatility markets

 Strategies suitable for low-volatility markets
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Risk
With any trade you’re looking to make, you must be aware of your potential risk, 

reward, and breakeven point(s).

Some strategies have unlimited risk; others have limited risk, even if that 

“limited” risk means 100% of the trade. Believe it or not, sometimes with options it’s 

possible to lose more than 100%. In such cases, or when there is no definable stop to 

the  potential risk of a trade, you’re well advised to be aware of such a position in 

advance!

Here, we show you which strategies have capped or uncapped risk. Strategies 

with uncapped risk aren’t necessarily all bad, but you should at least be aware of 

what you are getting into. Often you can mitigate such risk with a simple stop-loss 

provision, in which case you’re not going to liable to uncapped risk. Often, such 

uncapped risk scenarios only occur if the stock falls to zero or rises to infinity, which 

mostly are rare circumstances, but you’re better off being aware!

!  Strategies with capped risk

 Strategies with uncapped risk

Reward
Following the risk scenarios described previously, the strategies also have potential 

reward scenarios, too.

Just because a strategy has unlimited reward potential doesn’t mean that it’s 

necessarily a great strategy, and just because it may have capped reward doesn’t 

mean it’s necessarily a bad strategy.

 Strategies with capped reward

 Strategies with uncapped reward

Strategy Type
Strategies can be used for income purposes (usually short-term) or to make capital 

gains. Many traders like the covered call because it’s suitable for novices and because 

it’s an income strategy that they can use every month.

 Income strategies

 Capital gain strategies
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Strategy Legs
Each strategy contains different legs. Some have just one, and others have up to four. 

Each leg must be composed of any one of the basic four option strategies (long or 

short call or put) or a long or short stock position. Here’s how we identify them:

 Long stock

 Short stock

 Long call

 Short call

 Long put

 Short put

All strategies contain real-life examples at the end of each guide.

Chapter by Chapter
In terms of structure, I’ve tried to make this book as easily navigable as possible, and 

much of that is solved by matrix-style tables of contents.

Each chapter contains strategies that are commensurate with a specific style of 

options trading. Inevitably there’s some overlap between chapters for certain 

strategies, which we address in the appropriate places.

This second edition of this book includes an “Introduction to Options” and also a 

“Trading with the OVI” indicator.

Options are useful instruments to trade—that’s the main point of this book. 

However, their very existence can also be examined with a view to analyzing 

whether options activity can yield an edge for stock traders.

That may sound like the tail wagging the dog, but it is emphatically proven by 

independent studies. The logic for this is that the options market attracts intelligent, 

informed, and professional investors. If we can determine the direction of their 

position-building activity, we can follow that direction. If they are indeed “informed 

and intelligent,” we should therefore have an edge.

Empirical studies reveal this to be the case, and therefore my stock analysis 

involves the OVI as well as very select technical patterns.

Following the two introductions we then get into the options strategies themselves.

Chapter 1 addresses the basic strategies, including buying and selling stocks and 

then buying and selling calls and puts. After you understand those cornerstones and 

how the pictures relate to each strategy, then you can fast-forward to any part of the 

book and any strategy you like. All strategy guides are modular and follow the same 

format so that you can become familiar with the style and structure of the content.

Chapter 2 is all about income strategies. An income strategy is when you’re 

effectively a net seller of short-term options, which generates (monthly) income. You 
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have to be careful, though, not to expose yourself to unlimited risk scenarios, which 

is why we use icons to identify excess risk.

In Chapter 3, we cover “vertical spreads.” A vertical spread is where we buy and 

sell the same numbers of the same options (calls or puts) but with different strike 

prices. Obviously, there’s some overlap here with other chapters, which is why the 

chapter is comparatively small.

Chapter 4 goes into volatility strategies and is bound to be as popular as the 

income strategies chapter. Here we address those strategies that benefit from 

increasing volatility after you’ve placed the trade.

In Chapter 5, we reverse this and explore those strategies that benefit from 

decreasing volatility after you’ve placed the trade. So here we’re looking for stocks that 

we think will be rangebound for some time. Typically these are short-term strategies.

Chapter 6 identifies the ratio spreads and backspreads, where you’re using 

increasing leverage to increase your returns. These are for advanced and experienced 

traders only!

In Chapter 7, we look at synthetic strategies that mainly mimic other strategic 

goals, using a combination of stock legs, call legs, and put legs. For example, we can 

replicate owning a stock purely by buying and selling calls and puts in such a way 

that we hardly pay any cash out. In other words, we’ve simulated the risk of owning 

the stock, but with no cash outlay. We can also synthetically re-create straddle 

positions and other strategies.

Strategy by Strategy
Each strategy is presented in a modular format. In this way, the book should be easy 

to navigate. The modules are numbered, and the numbering system applies through-

out each chapter and each strategy:

■ The first number refers to the chapter itself. So, all headings in Chapter 2 will 

start with “2.”

■ The second number refers to the strategy in question. So, 2.1 refers to the first 

strategy (covered call) in Chapter 2.

■ The third number refers to the module. So, 2.1.1 refers to the “Description” 

module for the first strategy (covered call) in Chapter 2. Because the modules 

are identical throughout the book, each module number is the same throughout 

all the strategies. Therefore, module “1,” which appears as the third decimal 

place, is always “Description.” The modules are outlined as follows:

 ■ x.y.1 Description

 Here, we describe the strategy in both words and pictures. We identify the steps 

for each leg and some general comments about what the overall position will 

mean to you.
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■ x.y.2 Context

 This section describes the outlook and rationale for the strategy. We also highlight 

the net position in your account as a result of the trade, as well as identify the 

effect of time decay and the appropriate time period for the strategy. Stock and 

option-leg selection are important elements of any trade, so these are covered as 

well.

■ x.y.3 Risk Profile

 This section provides,  where possible, simple calculations for you to evaluate 

the risk, reward, and breakeven points for each strategy.

■ x.y.4 Greeks

 This is where we graphically explain each of the “Greeks.” The Greeks  are 

simply sensitivities of options to various factors, such as price movement, time 

decay, volatility, and interest rates. The Greeks are as follows:

 Delta:

 The  movement of the option position relative to the movement of the 

underlying (say, stock) position. The resulting figure gives us an indication of 

the speed at which the option position is moving relative to the underlying stock 

position. Therefore, a delta of 1 means the option position is moving 1 point for 

every point the stock moves. A delta of –1 means the option position is moving 

–1 point for every point the underlying stock moves.

 Typically, at-the-money options move with a delta of 0.5 for calls and –0.5 for 

puts, meaning that ATM options move half a point for every 1 point that the 

underlying asset moves. This does not mean the option leg is moving slower in 

percentage terms, just in terms of dollar for dollar.

 Delta is another way of expressing the probability of an option expiring in the 

money. This makes sense because an ATM call option has a delta of 0.5; i.e., 

50%, meaning a 50% chance of expiring ITM. A deep ITM call will have a delta 

of near 1, or 100%, meaning a near 100% chance of expiration ITM. A very out-

of-the-money call option will have a delta of close to zero, meaning a near-zero 

chance of expiring ITM.

 So, delta can be interpreted both in terms of the speed of the position and the 

probability of an option expiring ITM. Some advanced traders like to trade with 

the sum of their portfolio delta at zero, otherwise known as delta-neutral 

trading. This is by no means a risk-free method of trading, but it is a style that 

enables profits to be taken regardless of the direction of market movement. 

However, this is only really suited to professional-style traders who have the 

very best technology solutions and a lot of experience .
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 Gamma:

 Gamma  is mathematically the second derivative of delta and can be viewed in 

two ways: either as the acceleration of the option position relative to the 

underlying stock price, or as the odds of a change in probability of the position 

expiring ITM (in other words, the odds of a change in delta). Gamma is 

effectively an early warning to the fact that delta could be about to change. 

Both calls and puts have positive gammas. Typically, deep OTM and deep ITM 

options have near-zero gamma because the odds of a change in delta are very 

low. Logically, gamma tends to peak around the   strike price.

 Theta:

 Theta  stands for the option position’s sensitivity to time decay. Long options 

(i.e., options that you have bought) have negative theta, meaning that every 

day you own that option, time decay is eroding the Time Value portion of the 

option’s value. In other words, time decay is hurting the position of an option 

holder. When you short options, theta is positive, indicating that time decay is 

helping the option writer’s position.

 Vega:

 Vega  stands for the option position’s sensitivity to volatility. Options tend to 

increase in value when the underlying stock’s volatility increases. So, volatility 

helps the owner of an option and hurts the writer of an option. Vega is positive 

for long option positions and negative for short option positions.

 Rho:

 Rho  stands for the option position’s sensitivity to interest rates. A positive rho 

means that higher interest rates are helping the position, and a negative rho 

means that higher interest rates are hurting the position. Rho is the least 

important of all the Greeks as far as stock options are concerned .

 ■ x.y.5 Advantages and Disadvantages

 As indicated, this section highlights the strengths and weaknesses of the 

strategy in question and the context of suitability for the trader.

 ■ x.y.6 Exiting the Trade

 This module indicates the steps required to exit the position or to mitigate a loss.

 ■ x.y.7 Margin Collateral

 With certain  strategies (particularly the net credit strategies) there will be an 

explanation of the margin requirement, which can often be complicated. In 

practice your broker will specify when a strategy requires margin, and will 

have a page explaining the calculation. The CBOE also has a good margin 
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calculator. Given that the URL of this could change, simply type in “CBOE 

margin calculator” to a search engine in order to locate the right page.

 ■ x.y.8 Example

 Every strategy ends with an illustrated example. The examples are all taken 

from real stocks using real data. However, because they are intended to be 

objectively indicative of how the strategies work, I have renamed the stock 

“ABCD” for every example. This helps us keep our minds focused on the 

structure of the strategy and avoid any preconceived prejudices against the 

actual stocks that were selected.

 As we go through the trade examples, I use the following notation standard 

when referring to the options:

 Expiration month | strike price | call or put

 December | 40 | call

 July | 30 | put

 ■  December 40 call—A call with a strike price of $40, which expires in 

December

 ■ July 30 put—A put with a strike price of $30, which expires in July

 Sometimes I include the word “strike” as follows:

 ■  December 40 strike call—A call with a strike price of $40, which expires in 

December

 ■ July 30 strike put—A put with a strike price of $30, which expires in July

 Strike prices and option premiums are notated without the dollar symbol ($) 

sign.

 Stock prices and real dollar amounts are generally notated with the $ sign 

unless they are part of a formula.

 Breakeven figures and nominal risk or reward figures are notated without the $ 

sign.

 Where appropriate, strategy names and jargon are depicted in lowercase. This 

is the contemporary way.

Tables of Contents
With so many strategies to choose from, it’s crucial that you don’t get lost! The multi-

tables of contents are designed so that you can find the appropriate strategy easily, 

without having to thumb your way through the entire book to get there first. 

Familiarize yourself with this area because it’s going to save you a lot of time as you 
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use it later on. In print, we’re restricted to two dimensions, but on the website, you 

can use the Strategy Matrix completely interactively.

Software for Analyzing Strategies
You can use the   Strategy Analyzers on   www.optioneasy.com to analyze any strategy 

in this book. The dynamic Analyzers help you see the impact of changing any param-

eters (such as time decay and volatility) in a user-friendly and visual form. Creating 

these Analyzers enabled me to hone my expertise with numerous options strategies 

in a very quick time, and will do the same for you.

General Comments
Within the strategy modules, there are references to concepts and definitions that 

you’ll be able to find in the Glossary. For example, “trading plan” is referred to 

throughout the guides and is defined in the Glossary.

As an options trader, you should also acquaint yourself with the concepts of 

fundamental and technical analysis. Fundamental analysis involves the interpretation 

of how economies, sectors, and individual corporations are performing in terms of 

assets, liabilities, revenues, and profits.

Technical analysis involves the interpretation of price charts for securities. You 

really should understand the basic chart patterns such as support, resistance, 

consolidations, head and shoulders, and cup and handles. Ultimately an option is a 

derivative—it is derived from an underlying security. Therefore, it makes sense for us 

to understand how that underlying security is likely to move and why, notwithstanding 

the premise that the options activity in itself can also help with that.

I hope you enjoy this reference book and use it for many years to come. By all 

means, read it from cover to cover, but you’ll probably get the best value by dipping 

in whenever the need arises.

Good luck.

Guy Cohen
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Options have become remarkably popular, especially in the U.S. Far from being 

confined solely to the institutions and professional money managers, options trad-

ing is now mainstream for “retail” traders from all walks of life. The concept of 

options is still, however, treated with trepidation in some quarters. When I first 

embarked upon serious trading, a friend warned me about what I was getting into, 

but trading can be as safe as you want it to be.

The fact is you need to have a trading plan that works. It needs to keep your risk 

low and your potential for reward high. You need your plan to have structure and 

simplicity so you can follow it every time with complete clarity. Over the years, my 

trading plan has become progressively simpler.

The Definition of an Option
An option is  defined as “the right, not the obligation, to buy (or sell) an asset at a 

fixed price before a predetermined date.”

Let’s have a look at that definition and see if we can pick out the component parts:

■ The right, not the obligation

■ To buy or sell an asset

■ At a fixed price

■ Before a predetermined date

Introduction to Options
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These component parts have important consequences on the valuation of an 

option. Remember that the option itself has a value, which we look at after we finish 

with the definitions.

Before we go ahead and look at the ways in which options are valued, let’s 

consider the words, “the right, not the obligation.”

The Right, Not the Obligation

Buying Gives You the Right

■ Buying    an option (call or put) conveys the right, not the obligation, to buy (call) 

or sell (put) an underlying instrument (for example, a share).

■ When you buy an option, you are NOT obligated to buy or sell the underlying 

instrument—you simply have the right to do so at the fixed (exercise or strike) 

price.

■ Your risk when you buy an option is simply the price you paid for it.

Selling (Naked) Imposes the Obligation

■ Selling  an option (call or put) obliges you to buy from (with sold puts) or deliver 

(with sold calls) to the option buyer if he or she exercises the option.

■ Selling options naked (for example, when you have not bought a position in the 

underlying instrument or an option to hedge against it) gives you an unlimited 

risk profile.

Combined with the fact that you are obliged to do something, this is generally NOT 

a preferable position in which to put yourself. Only advanced traders should con-

template selling naked options, and even then they should have a protective strategy 

in mind to cover the downside (see Figure A.01)  .

Call Buyer 

Put Buyer 

Call Seller 

Put Seller 

Call buyer has right, not obligation, to buy stock from call seller

Call seller is obliged to sell stock to call buyer if exercised

Put buyer has right, not obligation, to sell stock to put seller

Put seller is obliged to buy stock from put buyer if exercised

Figure A.01 

Now let’s consider the words, “to buy or sell an asset.”
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Types of Options—Calls and Puts
A call  is an option to BUY.

A put  is an option to SELL.

Therefore,

■ A call option is the right, not the obligation, to BUY an asset at a fixed price 

before a predetermined date.

■ A put option is the right, not the obligation, to SELL an asset at a fixed price 

before a predetermined date.

Types of Calls and Puts
Options can be either American-style or European-style:

■    American-style options allow the option buyer to exercise the option at any time 

before the expiration date.

■    European-style options do not allow the option buyer to exercise the option 

before the expiration date.

Most traded options are American-style, and all U.S. equity options are 

American-style.

American-style options are slightly more valuable than European-style options 

because of their added flexibility. It is logical that being able to exercise before 

expiration must be more valuable than not being able to.

As a rule, stock options are generally American-style. Futures options are 

generally European-style.

Option to…

BUY 

Calls 

American European 

SELL 

Puts

American European

Figure A.02 American- and European-style options

Now we need to look at the words, “at a fixed price.”

Exercise (or Strike) Price
The exercise (strike) price    is the fixed price at which the option can be exercised.

So if you buy a call option with a strike price of 50.00, then you have bought 

yourself the option to buy the asset at a price of $50.00.
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However, in the real world, you want to exercise your right to buy that asset only 

at $50 if the underlying asset is actually worth MORE than $50 in the market. 

Otherwise, there would be no point. It would mean buying the asset for $50 when 

it’s only actually worth, say, $40 in the marketplace. No one would do that because 

they could buy it for $40 in the market.

This leads us to the  words, “before a predetermined date.”

Expiration Date
This is  the date before which the option can be exercised.

At expiration, the call option’s own value is worth only the price of the asset less 

the strike price, and at expiration, the put option’s own value is only worth the strike 

price less the price of the asset. For U.S. equity monthly options, the expiration dates 

fall on the Saturday after the third Friday of every month. Weekly options have 

gained in popularity, but they are still not quite as actively traded as the traditional 

monthly options, and often have wider bid/ask spreads.

This leads us into the topics of  intrinsic value and time value.

The Valuation of Options
As I   mentioned earlier, options themselves have a value. Remember that options are 

totally separate entities from the underlying assets from which they are derived 

(hence, the term derivative). But in themselves they do have a value, which can be 

split into two parts: intrinsic value and time value.

In general:

■ Intrinsic value    is that part of the option’s value that is   in-the-money (ITM).

■  Time value    is the remainder of the option’s value. Out-of-the-money   (OTM) 

options will have no intrinsic value, and their price will solely be based on time 

value. Time value is another way of saying hope value. This hope is based on 

the amount of time left until expiration and the price of the underlying asset.

■ A call is ITM when the underlying asset price is greater than the strike price.

■ A call is OTM when the underlying asset price is less than the strike price.

■ A call is at-the-money (ATM)   when the underlying asset price is the same as the 

strike price.

Put options work the opposite way:

■ A put is ITM when the underlying asset price is less than the strike price.

■ A put is OTM when the underlying asset price is greater than the strike price.

■ A put is ATM when the underlying asset price is the same as the strike price  .
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Option
premium

Time

value

Intrinsic

value

Figure A.03 Intrinsic value and       time value

Why Trade Options?
The main reason for trading options is that for a smaller amount of money you can 

control a large amount of stock, particularly with call options. Call options are 

always cheaper than the underlying asset, and put options usually are. Options are 

generally more volatile than their underlying instruments; therefore, investors get 

“more bang for their buck” or more action. Clearly this can lead to danger, but as 

you’ll see, it also can lead to more safety and security. You’ll also see that it can mean 

much greater flexibility in your trading and even give you the ability to make profit 

when you don’t know the direction in which the stock will move.

Those investors with portfolios can set up protective measures in the event of a 

market downturn. It is also quite possible to set up a position whereby you can only 

make profit. Perhaps not a hugely exciting profit in triple digits, but a certain profit 

nevertheless. Options make this type of scenario possible.

In short, traded correctly, options give the investor added flexibility, potentially 

much greater gains for a given movement in the stock price, and protection against 

risk  .

Intrinsic and Time Value for Calls

Example A.01 Where there is   intrinsic value

Call intrinsic value  Call time value

Stock price $56.00 Stock price $56.00

Call premium 7.33 Call premium 7.33

Strike price 50 Strike price 50

Time to expiration 2 months Time to expiration 2 months

Intrinsic value 56 – 50 = 6.00 Time value 7.33 – 6.00 = 1.33

Notice how: (Intrinsic value + time value) = the option price
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Formulas for intrinsic and time values for calls:

■ Call intrinsic value = stock price – strike price

■ Call time value = call premium – call intrinsic value

The minimum intrinsic value is zero.

Example A.02 Where there is no intrinsic value

Call intrinsic value  Call time value

Stock price $48.00 Stock price $48.00

Call premium 0.75 Call premium 0.75

Strike price 50 Strike price 50

Time to expiration 2 months  Time to expiration 2 months

Intrinsic value 48 – 50 = 0.00 Time          value 0.75 – 0.00 = 0.75

Intrinsic and Time Value for Puts

Example A.03 Where    there is intrinsic value

Put intrinsic value  Put time value

Stock price $77.00 Stock price $77.00

Put premium 5.58 Put premium 5.58

Strike price 80 Strike price 80

Time to expiration 4 months Time to expiration 4 months

Intrinsic value 80 – 77.00 = 3.00 Time value 5.58 – 3.00 = 2.58

Notice how: (Intrinsic value + time value) = the option price

Formulas for intrinsic and time values for puts:

■ Put intrinsic value = strike price – stock price

■ Put time value = put premium (or value) – put intrinsic value

The minimum intrinsic value is zero.
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Example A.04 Where there is no intrinsic value

Put intrinsic value  Put time value

Stock price $85.00 Stock price $85.00

Put premium 1.67 Put premium 1.67

Strike price 80 Strike price 80

Time to expiration 4 months Time to expiration 4 months

Intrinsic value 80 – 85.00 = 0.00 Time          value 1.67 – 0.00 = 1.67

The Seven Factors That Influence an Option’s Premium
There    are seven factors that affect the pricing of an option. Again, we look to the 

definition of an option to give us the clues. An option is defined as the

■ Right, not the obligation

■ To buy or sell

■ An asset

■ At a fixed price

■ Before a predetermined date

Now let’s take the seven factors, starting with:

Quote from definition Comment

“buy or sell” The type of option (call or put) affects the option premium.

“underlying asset” The underlying asset and its own price affect the option premium.

“at a fixed price” The strike price affects the option premium.

“before a predetermined date”  The expiration date and time value affect the option premium.

There are three other major influences on option pricing:

Factor Comment

Volatility  Volatility  is a crucial and major influence in the pricing of options. 
Understanding volatility gives the options trader the ability to select specific 
trades most profitably. The most advanced traders always use volatility to 
their advantage.

Risk-free rate of interest  This  is the short-term rate of government money. It is known as risk-free 
owing to the perceived covenant strength of (developed world economy) 
governments.

Dividends payable  This  applies to any asset that offers an income “reward” for owners of the 
underlying asset. For stock options, this is the dividend    payable.
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Quick Summary
Option prices are affected by the type of option (call or put) as follows:

■ The price of the underlying asset

■ The exercise price (or strike price) of the option

■ The expiration date

■ Volatility—implied and historical

■ Risk-free interest rate

■ Dividends and stock splits

Remember that…

Buying Gives You the Right
Calls

■ Buying   a call option gives you the right, not the obligation, to buy an underly-

ing instrument (such as shares of stock).

■ When you buy a call option, you are not obligated to buy the underlying 

instrument—you simply have the right to do so at the fixed (strike) price.

■ Your risk, when you buy an option, is simply the price you paid for it.

■ Your reward is potentially unlimited.

For every call that you buy, there is someone else on the other side of the trade. The 

seller of an option is called an option writer. Logic and common sense tell us that the 

option seller’s risk profile must be the opposite of that of the option buyer.

Puts

■ Buying a put option gives you the right, not the obligation, to sell an 

underlying instrument (such as shares of stock).

■ When you buy a put option, you are not obligated to sell the underlying 

instrument—you simply have the right to do so at the fixed (strike) price.

■ Your risk, when you buy an option, is simply the price you paid for it.

■ Your reward is potentially unlimited. With long puts, your reward is unlimited 

to the downside until the stock hits zero, i.e., the strike price less the premium 

you paid for the put itself.

For every put you buy, there is someone else on the other side of the trade. The seller 

of a put option has the opposite risk profile to that of the put    option buyer.
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Selling (Naked) Imposes the Obligation

Calls

■ Selling   a call option obliges you to deliver the underlying asset to the option 

buyer.

■ Selling options naked (for example, when you have not bought a position in the 

underlying instrument or an option to hedge against it) gives you a potentially 

unlimited risk profile.

■ Combined with the fact that you are obliged to do something, this is generally 

not a preferable position in which to put yourself for anything other than a very 

short period of time, and in specific circumstances.

Puts

■ Selling a put option obliges you to buy the underlying asset from the option 

buyer. Remember, when you sell a put, you have sold the right to sell to the 

person who bought that put.

■ Selling options naked (for example, when you have not bought a position in the 

underlying instrument or an option to hedge against it) gives you an unlimited 

risk profile.

■ Combined with the fact that you are obliged to do something, this is generally 

not a preferable position in which to put yourself for anything other than a very 

short period of time, and in specific circumstances.

More detail follows on a strategy-by-strategy basis in the main   chapters.

Options in the Marketplace
The main components of an   onscreen options price    are as follows:

■ The underlying instrument

■ The expiration date of the option

■ The option symbol

■ The exercise (strike) price of the option

■ The bid/ask of the option price

■ The volume of the particular option on that day

■ The open interest of the specific option
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Underlying asset

Expiration date

Strike price

Option symbol

Bid/askdate

Option volume

Open interest

Figure A.04 Typical layout for a call option chain

Here is part of a call option chain for Apple Inc (AAPL). There are about one thou-

sand individual options for Apple, spanning a number of strike prices and different 

expiration dates. Each option has a strike price and an expiration date. For each 

option, there is a different bid/ask price quote, a different volume, and a different 

open interest.

Definitions from the option chain page are as follows:

Last The last price transacted (here the quote was delayed by 15 minutes).

Change Change in option price since yesterday’s close.

Bid  The highest price at which the floor trader is willing to bid (to buy). This is the price at 
which you will sell if you place a “market order.” The floor trader makes his profit from 
the spread.

Ask  The lowest price at which the floor trader is willing to ask (to sell). This is the price at 
which you will buy if you place a “market order.”

Volume The amount of contracts traded during the day so far.

Open interest The number of contracts currently open in the market.

Remember that the stock itself has figures for all of the above except for the open interest, which is specific to options.

The same headings as previously listed apply      here.
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Underlying asset

Expiration date

Strike price

Option symbol

Bid/askdate

Option volume

Open interest

Figure A.05 Typical layout for a put option chain

Options Symbols Explained

Here’s a quick review on    options symbols. Each option has its own ticker symbol, which 

contains information pertaining to the stock, the expiration, whether the option is a call or 

a put, and the strike price. Take this option symbol from Apple Inc.:

AAPL160115C00130000

The constituent parts of the symbol are as follows:

 Expiration  Expiration  Expiration  Call/put Strike 
Stock year month day  price

AAPL 16 01 15 C 00130000

Apple Inc 2016 January 15th  Call 130

So the top-left option is an Apple January 2016 call that expires on the third Friday—the 

15th of January. The equivalent put option would be identical, except the “C” would be 

replaced by a “P” as shown in the following  :

AAPL160115P00130000
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Options Contracts
Listed stock   options are traded in contracts, each representing shares of the underly-

ing security. This number is different for different types of assets worldwide. In the 

U.S. each contract controls 100 shares. In the UK option contracts represent 1,000 

shares of the underlying stock.

Therefore, when you see a U.S. equity call option premium for 1.45, you will have 

to pay $1.45 × 100 for just one contract. One contract is the minimum amount you 

can trade, and for U.S. equity options, one contract represents 100 shares. In other 

words, by paying $145.00 you acquire the right to buy 100 shares of the stock.

The following table outlines the amount of underlying securities that represent 

one contract for all sorts of different markets where options are traded on an 

exchange.

Underlying asset Units per options contract

U.S. equities 100 shares

UK equities 1,000 shares

S&P futures 1 future—worth $250 each

Gold futures 1 future—worth $100 each

Crude oil futures 1 future worth $1,000 each

So continuing with the theme of U.S. stock options, one option contract represents 

the right over 100 shares of stock. This is vitally important when considering spread 

orders combining stock trading with options trading to create a new risk profile. For 

every one contract you buy or sell, you trade 100 shares for complete cover.

Example  A covered call illustration

This example is purely to demonstrate that one contract is “covered” by 100 shares of 

stock (for U.S. stock options).

We’ll go through   the strategy in more detail in Chapter 2, “Income Strategies,” but the 

basic steps for trading a covered call are as follows:

1. Buy the stock.

2. Sell calls. 

     

 Buy stock  Sell call  Covered call
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If you want to sell five contracts of ABCD 50 calls at 1.88 (where the ABCD share price is 

$46.88), you will receive a premium for selling the calls (before commissions) of $940. 

But you will need to buy 500 ABCD shares to be “covered.” This will therefore cost 500 

times the ABCD share price.

So your net cost of doing this trade will be as follows:

Description Calculation Cost

Sell 5 ABCD call option contracts 5 × $1.88 × 100 $940

Buy 500 ABCD shares at $46.88 500 × $46.88 ($23,440)

  ($22,500)

We discuss the relative merits of covered calls in Chapter 2. For now, just keep in 

mind that when you combine stocks with stock options, you need to remember that 

one option contract represents rights over 100 shares of a U.S.   stock.

Option Exchanges
There   are many (options) exchanges around the world. The U.S. is the mecca of the 

options trading world with more than ten major exchanges. Options volume is 

increasing almost every month, particularly stock options, as more and more retail 

(nonprofessional) traders become interested. The major U.S. option exchanges are 

the following:

Option exchange Description

  American Stock Exchange (AMEX) • Stocks
 • Options on individual stocks
 • Stock indices

  Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) • Futures
 •  Options on futures for agricultural goods, precious 

metals, stock indices, and debt instruments

  Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) • Options on individual stocks
 • Options on stock indices
 • Options on Treasury securities

 Chicago Mercantile Exchange • Futures
 •  Options on futures for agricultural goods, stock 

indices, debt instruments, and currencies

  International Securities Exchange (ISE)  • Options on stocks, ETF, index, and FX

  New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) • Stocks
 • Options on individual stocks
 • Stock index

  Pacific Stock Exchange (PSE) • Options on individual stocks
 • Stock index
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  Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX) • Stocks
 • Futures
 • Options on individual stocks
 • Currencies
 • Stock   indices

Option Expiration Dates
Every  option has an expiration date, which is always specified as a month, but there 

are now also weekly options. With the monthlies, U.S. equity, index, and Treasury/

interest-rate options expire on the third Friday in the expiration month.

Strike Prices
Generally  in the U.S., option strike prices used to start at $2.50, then rising in $2.50 

increments up to $25; once they hit $25, they would go in $5 increments up to $200; 

and at $200, they would go up in $10 increments. While many less liquid stocks still 

broadly adhere to this structure for their options, the larger cap stocks tend to have 

more strikes and weekly expirations. Note that anomalies will often occur after stock 

splits and mergers.

Option Ticker Symbols
In 2010,    options symbols changed to a more logical and more robust format.

Individual options have ticker symbols just like individual stocks do. The symbol 

identifies the underlying stock, the expiration month, the strike price, and the type 

of option.

Remember the AAPL example earlier where I deconstructed the symbol for an 

AAPL January 2016 130 strike call:

AAPL160115C00130000

The component parts are the following:

 Expiration  Expiration  Expiration   Strike 
Stock year month day Call/put price

AAPL 16 01 15 C 00130000

Apple Inc 2016 January 15th  Call 130

The equivalent put option would be identical except the “C” would be replaced by 

a “P”:

AAPL160115P00130000
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 Expiration  Expiration  Expiration   Strike 
Stock year month day Call/put price

AAPL 16 01 15 P 00130000

Apple Inc 2016 January 15th  Put 130

This symbology is infinitely better than its predecessor and doesn’t need much 

   explanation.

Margin
The  margin requirement is the amount of cash and securities required on deposit to 

cover the broker’s risks. A margin account is a mechanism to ensure adequate collat-

eral for trading activity. This is particularly relevant to those traders who sell short, 

sell naked, or trade net credit spreads. With stock trades, margin works as a leverage 

mechanism—borrowed money—to expand holdings. With options, it is quite differ-

ent because it is used solely to ensure adequate collateral.

When you buy shares, you either pay in cash or use a margin account (effectively 

borrowing funds from your brokerage) for up to 50% of the share purchase price. The 

  maintenance margin is set to ensure that the balance in the margin account never 

becomes negative. This has in the past been set at around 25% of the value of the 

shares, although it varies.

When you buy call or put options, you must pay the purchase price in full. You 

cannot buy options on margin because options themselves already contain significant 

leverage, and buying options on margin would raise the leverage to unacceptable 

levels. Margin relates in this case to collateral requirements.

Selling (writing) options naked means that there are no covering trades to hedge 

the risk of the naked sale. The risk of selling naked calls and puts involves potentially 

uninterrupted downside that needs to be protected. Therefore, when you sell naked 

call or put options, you are required to maintain funds in a margin account as 

collateral. This ensures that the option writer does not default on the obligation if the 

option buyer (who has the right) exercises the right. The size of margin varies based 

on the type of trade entered.

When you sell short or trade a net credit spread, while money is deposited into 

your account by the trade itself, there is still a contingent liability risk, which must 

be covered by sufficient funds left on deposit in  your account.

These funds can be represented in either cash or marginable securities. A 

marginable security   is an asset deemed by the brokerage to be secure enough to stand 

as collateral against your risk on the trade. A blue-chip stock such as AAPL would be 

considered a marginable security, while low-priced stocks (under $10) with little 

trading history, low trading volumes, and high volatility will not be acceptable 

collateral.
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Example A.05 Buying stock

Profile Description Risk Reward Breakeven

 Buy asset Purchase price Unlimited Purchase price

XYZ Inc.  has a stock price of $48.00 per share. You buy 300 shares and use margin to 

fund 50% of the total purchase price.

Stock Price × No. of shares = Total Purchase Price

$48.00 × 300 = $14,400

Using 50% margin to fund your cost of acquisition, you will therefore need to pay 

$7,200 in cash for the  trade.

$14,400 × 50% = $7,200

Example A.06 Shorting stock

Profile Description Risk Reward Breakeven

 Sell asset Unlimited Short sale price Short sale price

Let’s flip Example A.05, so instead, now you’re selling the stock short. We will assume 

the same price information for the stock you are selling. The stock price is still $48.00.

Stock Price × No. of shares = Total short proceeds

$48.00 × 300 = $14,400

However, in this example you require margin to cover your potential liabilities. The 

margin is calculated as follows:

100% of the amount of short sale proceeds in addition to the cash raised by the 

short  sale

$14,400 × $14,400 (short sale proceeds) × $28,800
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Example A.07 Buying calls

Profile Description Risk Reward Breakeven

 Buy call Call premium price Unlimited Strike price plus call premium paid

Continuing with XYZ Inc., let’s assume that the call options have a premium of 6.00 for 

the 50 strike, and you are buying four contracts.

Option premium × Units per contract × No. of contracts = Total purchase price

6.00 ×  100 × 4 = $2,400

Because you are not allowed to purchase options with margin, there is nothing else to 

work out here.

Example A.08 Writing naked calls

Profile Description Risk Reward Breakeven

 Sell call Unlimited Limited to the call Strike price plus 

   premium received call premium paid

Let’s flip Example A.07, so instead now you’re selling calls (naked). We will assume the 

same price information for the call options you are selling. The calls have a premium of 

6.00 for the 50 strike, and you are selling four contracts. The stock price is still $48.00.

Because you’re now selling options, you are required to show sufficient funds in your 

account to  cover the risk of being exercised.

The initial margin cover you need to show is the greater of the following:

a.  100% of the  +  20%* of the  –  any amount by which the option
 option sale   underlying  is out-of-the-money (OTM)
 proceeds  share price  

 6.00 × 4 × 100 +  20% × $48.00 × 4 × 100 –  2.00 × 4 × 100

 $2,400 +  $3,840 –  $800 = $5,440

b.  100% of the +  10%* of the 
 option sale  underlying
 proceeds  share price

 6.00 × 4 × 100 +  10% × $48.00 × 4 × 100

 $2,400 +  $1,920 =  $4,320

* Note that the percentage figures quoted may not be those used by your broker account. These are simply examples to illus-

trate how margin works in principle.
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You can use the option sale proceeds of $2,400 to set off against the initial margin 

requirement. This means that:

 Margin requirement Sale proceeds Additional funds required

a. $5,440 $2,400 $3,040

b. $4,320 $2,400 $1,920

Because you have to take the greater amount, the initial margin requirement is $5,440 in 

calculation (a), and you therefore need a further $3,040 in liquid funds in  your account to 

facilitate this trade.

Example A.09 Buying puts

Profile Description Risk Reward Breakeven

 Buy put Put premium Strike price less put  Strike price less put
   premium paid premium paid

Continuing with XYZ Inc., let’s assume that the put options have a premium of 7.50 for 

the 50 strike, and you are buying four contracts.

Option premium × Units per contract × No. of contracts = Total purchase price

7.50 × 100 × 4 = $3,000

Because you are not allowed to purchase options with margin, there is nothing else to 

calculate here.

Example A.10 Writing naked puts

Profile Description Risk Reward Breakeven

 Sell put Strike price less put  Limited to the put Strike price less put 
  premium received premium received premium paid

Let’s flip Example A.09, so instead now you’re selling puts (naked). We will assume the 

same price information for the put options you are selling. The puts have a premium of 

7.50 for the 50 strike, and you are selling four contracts. The stock price is still $48.00.

Because you’re now selling options, you are required to show sufficient funds in your 

account to cover the risk of being exercised.
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The initial margin cover you need to  show is the greater of the following:

a.  100% of the option +  20%* of the underlying – any amount by which the option is
 sale proceeds  share price  out-of-the-money (OTM)

 7.50 × 4 × 100 +  20% × $48.00 × 4 × 100 –  0 × 4 × 100 (remember this is a
     put and here the put is actually
     in-the-money [ITM])

 $3,000 +  $3,840 –  0 = $6,840

b. 100% of the option +  10%* of the underlying
 sale proceeds  share price

 7.50 × 4 × 100 +  10% × $48.00 × 4 × 100
 $3,000 +  $1,920 =  $4,920

* Note that the percentage figures quoted may not be those used by your broker account. These are simply examples to 

illustrate how margin works in principle.

You can use the option sale proceeds of $3,000 to set off against the initial margin 

requirement. This means that:

 Margin requirement Sale proceeds Additional funds required

a. $6,840 $3,000 $3,840

b. $4,920 $3,000 $1,920

Because we have to take the greater amount, the initial margin requirement is $6,840 in 

calculation (a), and you therefore need a further $3,840 in liquid funds in your account to 

facilitate  this trade.

Placing Your Trade
It’s    likely that you’ll place most of your trades online.

Because options prices are not always “clean,” and because bid/ask spreads are 

often quoted far apart, it is preferable to place limit orders, particularly on spreads. 

This ensures orders are filled at your specified price or not at all.

Types of Order in the Market

Market Order
With    market orders, you authorize your broker to buy or sell stock or options at the 

best price in the market.
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Limit Order
With    limit orders, you do one of the following:

■ Buy only if the share falls to a certain price or lower.

■ Sell only if the share rises to a certain price or higher.

Limits are recommended with options, particularly for spreads and combination 

trades. The reason for this is that the bid/ask spread prices can fluctuate dramatically 

and often not in your favor, so it’s better to specify your prices.

Stop Loss/Sell Stop (Defensive)
This     is where you sell if stock falls below a certain price. (Sell stop is placed below 

the current price.) You can increase the stop loss if the share rises.

Buy Stops
This    is where you buy only after the stock has reached or exceeded a certain price. 

This is the opposite of a limit order where you buy a stock when it has fallen to a 

certain price. A buy stop is appropriate when you expect a stock to rise beyond a 

resistance level or bounce up from a support level.

■ Buy stop with limit: Buy only when the stock is between two prices.

■ Buy stop with limit and stop loss: Buy between two prices and sell if it’s below 

another    price.

Time Limits with Trade Orders

Good Till Cancelled (GTC)
This is    when the order is valid unless and until you cancel it or until it is filled. For 

example, a limit order GTC means you authorize your broker to buy the stock at a 

particular price or lower, today or any time in the future when the stock is selling at 

that particular amount, until you have bought the requisite number of shares.

Be careful with GTC orders because these orders generally do not go to the top of 

the list of floor traders’ priorities.

Day Only
The order   is cancelled if it is not filled by the end of the day. This is a good ploy 

because it encourages the floor traders to deal. If they don’t by the end of the day, 

then they won’t get their commission, so there is an incentive for floor traders to put 

this type of trade nearer to the top of their list. With some brokers, stop-limit orders 

can only be placed on a day-only basis, so they would need to be placed again the 

following day if you don’t get a fill.
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Week Only
The   order is cancelled if it is not filled by the end of the week.

Fill or Kill
This is   the order of maximum priority. If it isn’t filled immediately, the order is can-

celled. A fill or kill order is bound to capture the attention of the floor trader, but if 

it’s a limit order, then you need to make it realistic.

All or None
Either the   entire order is filled or none of it is filled. This is not generally a good idea 

given that many trades aren’t filled all at once anyway because there has to be a 

buyer or seller on the other side, and most of the time they won’t be specifically 

dealing in the same lot sizes as your order. So if you want to be sure to get filled, 

don’t go for all or none.

Always Have a STOP in Mind Whenever You Make a Trade
It is critical  to know where you intend to exit a position, whether it is in profit or 

otherwise.

Where you place your stops is up to you, but generally, with stocks, you should 

position them beyond the appropriate support or resistance area. I almost exclusively 

trade breakouts around support and resistance, so my stops are always positioned 

with that logic.

Trading Tips
Remember,  the most important things you need to know about any options trade are

■ Your maximum risk on the trade

■ Your maximum reward on the trade

■ Your breakeven point(s)

  OptionEasy’s Analyzer gives you these crucial figures in both nominal and actual for-

mats for over 60 different strategies, though the reality is that you’ll stick to a dozen 

or so, maximum.

In addition, you also should know in advance:

■ The maximum loss you will accept and when to get out of a loss-making trade

■ When to take your profits

These are crucial money-management criteria, which you must preset in your own 

mind (and preferably in your trade journal) before you commit to any trade. There 

are wide parameters concerning money-management techniques, and much depends 

on your own appetite and respect for  risk.
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Leverage and Gearing
The words   “leverage” and “gearing” are used frequently in the financial world. In 

terms of a company’s financial structure, they mean the ratio of borrowings over 

assets. The higher a company’s gearing, the higher its return on equity. A higher 

gearing also means greater risk to the company because if fixed and variable costs 

are not exceeded by turnover, the company’s creditors might be able to foreclose the 

company by calling in the loans.

The words have a similar but not identical meaning in the options world. Options 

have high leverage because a small percentage move in the underlying asset can 

mean a very high percentage move from the corresponding options.

How Does Leverage with Options Work?—A Worked Example

Example A.11 Leverage with options

ABCD   Company has a stock price of $20.00. You decide to buy a call option with an 

exercise price (e) of 25.00. The call option costs you 1.00. Remember an option has two 

parts to its value:

■ Time value

■ Intrinsic value

In this example, until the stock price of ABCD rises above $25.00, there will be no 

intrinsic value because the strike price is 25.00. So even if ABCD stock rises to $25.00, 

there is still no intrinsic value until it goes above $25.00. For this example, assume that 
there is no change to the time value element. So if ABCD stock price now rises to 

$30.00, what is the intrinsic value of the option?

Answer: 30 – 25 = 5.00.

Therefore, in most cases the value of the call option must be at least 5.00. Conclusion: 
ABCD stock price has risen from $20.00 to $30.00; this is an increase of 50%. The 

option premium has risen from 1.00 to 5.00; this is an increase of 400%. Now that’s 

leverage.

But remember that leverage works the other way too, and this is why I encourage you to 

trade in certain ways, to protect you in the event that things go the other way.

If ABCD stock price moves back down to $20.00 from $30.00, this is a decrease of 33%.

The option price may move from 5 back down to 1—a far larger percentage decrease. It 

is these potential decreases that you need to be protected   from.
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What you have seen in Example A.11 is the phenomenon of delta. Delta is 

measured as the change in option price divided by the change in the underlying asset 

price, as follows:

Delta =
 

Change in option price 

Change in underlying asset price

As you just witnessed, when a call option becomes in-the-money (ITM), the delta 

increases. So the higher the delta, the faster the option price moves as compared with 

the stock   price.

A Brief Introduction to the Greeks
The  Greeks are simply sensitivities to options risk characteristics. The names are 

taken from actual Greek words. To understand why options have sensitivities to 

various factors, go back to the original definition of an option:

■ The right, not the obligation

■ To buy or sell an asset

■ At a fixed price

■ Before a predetermined date

There are seven factors that affect an option’s premium:

 (i) Type of option (call or put)

 (ii) The underlying asset price

 (iii) The strike price of the option

 (iv) The expiration date of the option

 (v) The volatility of the underlying asset

 (vi) The risk-free rate of interest

(vii) Dividends payable and stock splits

If these factors affect the pricing of an option, then option premiums must be sensi-

tive to them. You can distill this further by highlighting the following sensitivities:

Factor affecting option premium Sensitivity of option to…

Underlying asset price ¨ …Speed of the underlying asset price movement

Expiration date ¨ …Time decay

Volatility of underlying asset ¨ …Volatility

Risk-free rate of interest ¨ …Interest rates
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Each sensitivity has a corresponding “Greek”:

Sensitivity of option to… Greek

Speed of underlying asset price movement ¨ Delta 
 Gamma*

Time decay ¨ Theta

Volatility ¨ Vega

Interest  rates ¨ Rho

* Gamma measures the option sensitivity to delta

The Greeks

Greek  Sensitivity to…

Delta Δ  Change  in option price relative to change in underlying asset price (that is, 
speed)

Gamma Γ  Change  in option delta relative to change in underlying asset price (that is, 
acceleration)

Theta θ  Change  in option price relative to change in time left to expiration (that is, time 
decay)

Vega  K  Change  in option price relative to change in the asset’s volatility (that is, histori-
cal volatility)

Rho ρ  Change  in option price relative to changes in the risk-free interest rate (that is, 
interest rates)

A simple summary  of the Greeks defines and explains them as follows:

Greek Definition Comment

Delta  Measures the sensitivity of an option price relative 
to change in underlying asset price (that is, 
speed). A positive delta means that the options 
position will become more valuable as the stock 
price rises. A negative delta means that the options 
value will increase as the underlying asset’s value 
decreases.

Delta   ratio is also known as the  hedge 
ratio. 
We can view delta as the probability of an 
option expiring ITM (in-the-money). An 
ATM (at-the-money) option will have a 
50:50 chance of expiring ITM. A call 
means a delta of 0.5, and a put means a 
delta of –0.5 (because the put will rise as 
the stock falls and vice versa).
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Greek Definition Comment

Gamma  Measures the sensitivity of the option delta relative 
to the underlying asset price movement (that is, 
acceleration). Gamma is positive for long call and 
long put positions and has the same value for 
equivalent ATM calls and puts. A low gamma 
means that large shifts in the stock price will be 
beneficial, whereas a high gamma signifies that 
even small shifts in the stock price will be benefi-
cial to the options position.

Rate   of change of delta, that is the curva-
ture of delta risk.
You can view gamma as the odds of a 
change in delta. The odds of a change in 
delta will be highest where there is a turn-
ing point in the risk profile chart. So for a 
long call or put, gamma will peak ATM.

Theta  Measures the sensitivity of the option price relative 
to change in time left to expiration. For long 
options positions, theta is usually negative, signi-
fying that time decay hurts the long option posi-
tion and that the passage of time will reduce the 
value of that long position.* For combination 
options trades theta can be positive, showing that 
time decay can help the spread position (for exam-
ple, covered calls ).

Time   decay is fastest during the last 30 
days until expiration and when option is 
ATM.

Vega  Measures the sensitivity of the option price relative 
to the change in the asset’s volatility. Vega is 
always positive for long options positions and is 
identical for equivalent ATM calls and puts. A high 
positive vega signifies that small increases in 
volatility will be helpful to the options position, 
whereas a low vega signifies that high volatility will 
be required to augment the options position.

Historical   volatility.

Rho  Measures the sensitivity of the option price relative 
to changes in the risk-free interest rate. Higher 
interest rates will be beneficial to calls and detri-
mental to puts. Also, the longer the time to expira-
tion, the greater value (positive or negative) rho 
will have, because interest rates need time to bite.

Interest   rates.

Zeta  Measures the percentage change in option price 
per 1% change in implied  volatility.

1%   implied volatility change.

*The one exception to the rule being with deep ITM put options.

Major Learning Points
In this introduction, you learned some broad basics about options that will certainly 

help you navigate around the strategies to follow.

A more comprehensive narrative about options in general is available in my other 

options book, Options Made Easy.
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In this section  I summarize my proprietary OVI indicator. For more details and 

video tutorials go to my website , www.ovitraders.com.

While options enable us to create strategies, there is a lot of intelligence we can 

use directly from options transaction data.

For many years academic studies have suggested that options data can at times 

be a bellwether for future stock price movement. With my own academic background 

I sought to investigate whether this was an anomaly or a phenomenon. I was 

subsequently contracted by one of the major exchanges to research how their own 

transaction data may relate to future stock price movement.

The answer to their question was not as straightforward as they or other 

exchanges would like. Options are not traded simply for position building. They are 

traded for a myriad of other purposes such as hedging other positions, income 

generation, and volatility plays. Therefore it cannot be a simple matter of just 

looking at transaction data.

However, my research did conclude without any doubt that there is serious 

intelligence within the data which must also include option pricing. The findings are 

emphatically endorsed by independent hedge fund quantitative analysts and can be 

used together with stocks and select options strategies to give a powerful edge.

Researching options data has been my focus for many years, and like many other 

research quests, the aha moment was dramatic.

From January 1, 2008, to February 28, 2008,   Bear Stearns (BSC) shares were 

trading in a range between $68.18 and $93.09.

Trading with the OVI
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On March 3, 2008, Bear Stearns closed at $77.32 (see Chart B.01). Around this time 

many commentators were suggesting that BSC could be an aggressive takeover 

target and were therefore bullish on the stock.

What they could not see was an indicator that had dropped to its lowest possible 

reading for BSC. For the next two weeks the indicator remained at its most negative 

reading for all but two days. If they had been, they could never have been bullish 

about BSC’s prospects.

Indicator drops to its lowest level.

Chart B.01 BSC March 3rd, 2008

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

Exactly two weeks after the nameless indicator had plummeted, BSC went into 

free-fall, reaching a low of $2.84. Bear Stearns was not so much taken over, but more 

rescued from oblivion by JP Morgan at $10 per share. This was a far cry from the 

heights of $77.32 just two weeks before (see Chart B.02) .

Not one commentator saw this coming, even though it proved to be one of the 

most dramatic falls from grace in stock market history.

But the indicator itself highlights the fact that there were traders who certainly did 

see it coming…that’s why the indicator was so negative, because it was following 

their trading activities, and of course those traders made a fortune from the demise 

of   Bear Stearns.

The indicator we’re referring to is called the OVI. It measures options transactions 

for individual stocks. And in the case of BSC, when the indicator plummeted to the 
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downside and stayed down, it was telling us that the options transactions were 

dramatically bearish. The BSC share price took some time to reflect this.

In other words the BSC’s options activity preceded the share price. And for 

something like that to happen, someone, somewhere had to  know something.…

Indicator collapses a week before
volume starts to rise and two weeks
before the share price plummets.

Chart B.02 BSC March 17th, 2008

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

What Is the OVI?
The  OVI measures options transactions data for any individual stock that is option-

able, and then plots it as a line that oscillates between –1 and +1. In the middle of this 

range is the horizontal zero line.

Essentially the OVI is an algorithm that measures the buying and the selling of 

share options and simplifies it into that line.

Not all of the options for a particular stock are relevant to the sentiment toward 

the stock in question. The art is understanding which options are most relevant for 

each stock and when. As such this needs to be a highly dynamic indicator.

In terms of the line itself, we look to correlate a positive OVI with a bullish chart 

pattern (like a bull flag or bullish channel breakout), and a negative OVI with a 

bearish chart pattern (like a bear flag or bearish channel breakout).
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+1

-1

zero line

Diagram B.01 OVI simple line

The OVI provides a powerful qualifier for placing the trade.

The ultimate signal is where the OVI has been persistently positive for several 

days and the stock is forming a bullish setup, or where the OVI has been negative for 

several days and the stock is forming a bearish setup. These scenarios give extra 

confidence that if the breakout materializes, it’s likely to take us to our first profit 

 target.

The OVI Is Easy to Use
The  OVI works particularly well with trending stocks where the indicator and the 

price chart are uncannily well correlated with rarely any lag between the two. From 

an automated trading point of view it actually works better on its own, but under-

standably most traders selecting their own trades prefer to juxtapose their entries 

and exits against a tangible technical setup.

With that in mind, consider the following chart. The OVI is the thicker and more 

jagged of the two lines displayed below the blanked-out price chart of GS. The 

smoother line is a moving average of the OVI, which we do not tend to use.

Running from left to right, the OVI is persistently negative in the left half, and 

turns positive in the right half and remains there as the stock price trends upwards.

Assuming at this stage you know nothing, take an instinctive guess at the general 

direction of the GS chart, just by looking at the  OVI.

When the OVI is persistently positive or negative, it is often correlating strongly 

with a trend in the stock price. In the GS chart, this is exactly  the case.

This is just an illustration to show how well the OVI can correlate with trending 

stocks, and you can see how immediate the correlation can be. This is extraordinary 

when you consider that the OVI has no direct link with the price chart. The OVI is 

derived from options transaction data, which means there is often a definite link 

between options trading activity and the overall direction of a stock.
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OVI is mainly positive here.

OVI is mainly negative here.

Guess the direction of GS by looking at the OVI.

Chart B.03 GS blank chart with OVI

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

OVI turns and stays
positive with GS.

OVI is negative, reflecting
GS’s down-trend.

See how the trend correlates with the OVI.

Chart B.04 GS chart with OVI

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.
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We use the OVI as a leading indicator with breakout patterns, because this 

radically increases the odds of success. If the breakout materializes, there is likely to 

be correlation between the options transactions and the market direction. This means 

our trade has a good chance of hitting the first profit target.

AAPL has excellent correlation statistics with the OVI, yielding several excellent 

windfall profits. I could refer to many similar setups since this particular chart, but 

this particular one led to a 50% move in just over three months after the stock had 

formed a textbook bull flag in the context of a persistently positive OVI. This is about 

as good as it gets, and during the move there were several opportunities to take 

profits or add to the position using my method of breakout  trading.

OVI is positive for more than a month; a textbook bull
flag is forming. Needs to break above the bull flag.

Chart B.05 AAPL flag December 2011

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

The top of the bull flag in late December 2011 was at $58.44 ($409.09 pre-split). We 

would need a move to break through this level, say at $48.48 ($409.35 pre-split) to 

activate the  trade.

Similarly, RIG has repeatedly given many opportunities for traders to prosper as 

it breaks from established levels of support and resistance. In Chart B.07, you can see 

levels of support crumbling as the OVI is persistently  negative.
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Original bull flag

Chart B.06 AAPL flags and breakouts 2012

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

OVI persistently negative as
RIG breaks down several times.

Chart B.07 RIG bearish breakouts

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.
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Remember, if the breakout doesn’t materialize there is no trade. Ultimately we’re 

looking for the confluence of the pattern, the OVI, and the breakout in order for our 

involvement to be restricted to only the best opportunities. This is our unique  edge.

Why the OVI Works (If You Use It the Right Way)
Consider  a serious player who has good information about a stock and wants to 

accumulate a big position in it.

Ultimately they’ll want to keep their trades discreet so they can accumulate a large 

position without affecting the share price. Also, because their confidence in that 

information means they’ll want as much leverage as they can get with it.

The only place they can achieve this discretion and leverage is in the options 

market, so that’s where they go. The OVI is able to highlight this kind of activity—

just like in the Bear Stearns case and countless others which are less dramatic, but 

equally tradable.

For discretionary trading we use the OVI together with our favored continuation 

patterns, namely flags, consolidations, and channel breakouts. Using it this way, the 

OVI effectively becomes a leading indicator like no other.

The pattern must come first. Without a pattern there is no trade because we have 

to define our entry and exit levels around the pattern’s parameters. The premise of 

our trading plan is

Continuation or Breakout Chart Pattern + OVI + Trading Plan

Components of the OVI
Essentially  the OVI is derived from three main components:

 ■ Option volume

 ■ Open interest

 ■ Implied volatility

The weightings of these components and which options to use at different times 

are dynamic.

As a rule, the biggest concentration of options volume occurs near the money. 

Typically the nearby out-of-the-money strikes have slightly greater volumes than the 

nearby in-the-money options. This is because the nearby OTM options attract both 

buying and short selling activity.

When a liquid stock is trending, the OVI will often correlate closely by remaining 

in the positive zone (bullish) or negative zone (bearish).

The OVI is also useful in sideways markets where it can often indicate the most 

likely direction of the breakout.

In choppy markets the OVI may also be choppy, in which case we wait until we 

can get a clear  signal.
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When to Use the OVI, and When Not to Use It
The  OVI is not always “readable” as such. Only the stocks with adequately liquid 

options are suitable for our purposes. Sometimes stocks fall in and out of OVI trad-

ability as a flurry of activity may be followed by relative inertia. This is actually an 

advantage because you can then recognize when a stock’s OVI is relevant for that 

point in  time.

OVI Qualifying Stocks
Only   optionable stocks can have an OVI reading. These options must be liquid with 

consistent and regular transaction activity together with a decent volume traded 

most days. This will ensure the OVI is responsive and “wiggles” almost every day. 

This is what we want to see.

Typically a stock with ample options liquidity will tend to be a large cap stock 

with actively traded shares as well.

In the figure below (Chart B.08) you can see that the OVI is responsive and moves 

virtually every day. There is not a prolonged series of days where the OVI is 

completely flat horizontal. Even during the time where it is relatively flat from mid-

August to the end of September, it is still wiggling most days. Also it helps that this 

is a chart of XOM (Exxon Mobil), which we know is very actively traded.

Notice also how the OVI breaks into positive territory at the beginning of October 

just before the stock breaks out of its two-month resistance. The OVI went positive a 

few days beforehand as the stock was drifting upwards but before it actually broke 

out through   $75.00.

Notice how the OVI is fluid
and wiggles most days.

Chart B.08 A qualifying OVI

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.
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When the OVI Is Unreadable
The    OVI needs to be responsive and wiggle on a daily basis. Where the OVI becomes 

horizontal and does not wiggle, this means it cannot be interpreted for our purposes.

In Chart B.09 CBEY’s OVI rarely wiggles and spends much of the time stuck 

horizontally on the zero line. This is reflecting a lack of liquidity in the options, and 

therefore an unreadable OVI.

A persistently flat OVI that
rarely wiggles is unreadable.

Chart B.09 A non-qualifying OVI

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

Any kind of persistently flat, horizontal action for the OVI is unreadable for our 

strategy. Some stocks’ OVIs have horizontal lines that then swing from one extreme 

to    another (Chart B.10).
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OVI is mainly horizontal, swinging
from one extreme to another.

Chart B.10 Horizontal OVI

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

The Ultimate OVI Setup
These   are the two main setups we’re looking for with the OVI:

 (i)  A persistently positive OVI for several days, combined with a bull 

flag or an imminent upside channel breakout.

 (ii)  A persistently negative OVI for several days, combined with a bear 

flag or an imminent downside channel breakout.

In Chart B.11 PCYC forms two excellent bullish setups after its earnings report, 

and for the second setup the OVI has been unambiguously positive for over a month.

The first setup (1) is a gap-up and bull flag immediately post-earnings, one of my 

favorite setups. The second (2) is a follow-up protracted consolidation with a 

persistently positive OVI. These are both excellent opportunities as I highlighted to 

my private group at the time. For the second setup    we require a breakout above 

$172.11, which is the high of the large consolidation.
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1

21. Post-earnings gap-up and flag
2. Follow-up bullish consolidation
    with persistently positive OVI

Chart B.11 PCYC bullish setup

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

PCYC breaks out cleanly and within two weeks rises to over $230 (a jump of 35%) 

before consolidating   again (3). The OVI is still    persistently positive.

2

1

32. Bullish breakout
3. New consolidation

Chart B.12 PCYC consolidation breakout

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.
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As good as this is, and many of my OVI traders enjoyed this particular ride, there 

was more to come. PCYC became subject to a takeover bid (4), which sent the stock 

gapping up to over $258, a rise of 50% in less than two months from the second setup 

(2), and a rise of 69% in three months from the first setup after the earnings 

announcement (1).

As I’ve    said on many occasions with many situations similar to this, someone 

somewhere must have known something. It’s right there in the chart, which shows 

persistent bullish options activity immediately after earnings but well before the 

really large move. The stock rose by over 69% after the post-earnings gap-up (1). 

With leverage, everyone trading bullish options strategies on PCYC during that time 

made out even better than   that.

2

1

3

4
4. PCYC subject to takeover bid

Chart B.13 PCYC    takeover breakout

Source: OVI Charts. Courtesy of FlagTrader.com. Go to www.ovitraders.com for more 
information.

The OVI is a unique indicator that gives a simple graphical representation of what 

the most sophisticated players in the market are doing.

The largest trading fortunes have been made in the stock market, and notably 

with trending stocks. It stands to reason that anything that can improve our 

performance with trending stocks must be an excellent way to increase the size of our 

trading accounts. This is borne out with actual results with real traders of all levels 

of experience, from all over the globe, and from all walks of life.

The ultimate signal is where the OVI has been persistently positive for at least 

several days and the stock is forming a bullish chart setup, or where the OVI has 

been persistently negative for at least several days and the stock is forming a bearish 
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chart setup. These scenarios give us extra confidence that if the breakout materializes, 

it’s likely to take us to a modest first profit target where we can protect our profits 

and give the trade a chance to make a windfall.

For more information, go   to www.ovitraders.com, watch the videos, and start 

learning my methods. For options-specific tools   go to   www.optioneasy.com.
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Introduction
The easiest way to learn options is with pictures so that you can begin to piece 

together strategies step-by-step. However, first you need to understand the four 

basic strategies. From that point, logic kicks in, and your learning can progress 

 exponentially.

A    risk profile chart shows your profit/loss position for each trade. It differs from 

a standard price/time chart that you’re used to seeing when you’re monitoring stock 

prices.

There are four easy steps to creating a risk profile chart:

Step 1: Y axis for profit/loss position

Profit +

Loss -

+25

0

–25

The Four Basic Options 
Strategies
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Step 2: X axis for underlying asset price range

Profit +

Loss -

+25

0

–25

50250

Asset Price ($)

Step 3: Breakeven  line

Profit +

Loss -

Breakeven

+25

0

-25
0

Asset Price ($)
5025

Step 4: Risk profile line

Breakeven

Profit +

+25

–25

Stock Purchase Price

Loss -

0

0

Asset Price ($)

50250
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This chart shows your risk profile for a long stock position. As the asset price rises 

above your purchase price (along the x-axis), you move into profit. Your risk is 

capped to what you paid, as is your breakeven point, and your potential reward is 

uncapped.

The reverse position is when you short a stock, in which case the opposite occurs. 

Here, as the stock price rises above your short price, your short position shows a loss, 

which can be unlimited as the stock continues to rise. Your risk is uncapped as the 

stock rises, and your potential reward is the price you shorted at, as is your breakeven 

 point.

Profit +

Loss -

0

0

Stock Short Price

Asset Price ($)

Now that you know how to interpret a risk profile chart, you can proceed with ana-

lyzing each strategy.

The four basic strategies that underpin your entire options trading knowledge are

■ Long call

■ Short call

■ Long put

■ Short put

You should already know that owning an option exposes you to time decay, so typi-

cally you like to own options with expiration dates that are reasonably far away to 

give yourself a chance of your option increasing in value.

With options, my “  Rule of the Opposites” states that if one thing isn’t true, then 

the opposite must be true. Therefore, if time decay hurts you when you buy options, 

it must help you when you sell options. Because time value decreases (or time decay 

increases) exponentially during the last month to expiration, you typically don’t like 

to own options into that last month, but you do like to sell options with one month 

left to expiration.

With these four strategies, you would buy calls and puts with at least three 

months (or more) left to expiration, thereby looking for the options to increase in 

value during that time.

You would short calls and puts with a month or less to expiration, thereby looking 

for short-term income as the option hopefully expires worthless.
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The Four Basic Options Risk Profiles
Imagine  that the dotted lines are mirrors and see how each strategy is the opposite 

of the one on the other side of the mirror.

Buying a Call

■  Belief that stock will rise (bullish outlook)
■  Risk limited to premium paid
■  Unlimited maximum reward

Buying a Put

■   Belief that the stock will fall (bearish 
outlook)

■  Risk limited to premium paid
■   Unlimited maximum reward up to the strike 

price less the premium paid

Writing a Call

■   Belief that the stock will fall (bearish 
outlook)

■   Maximum reward limited to premium 
received

■   Risk potentially unlimited (as stock price 
rises)

■   Can be combined with another position to 
limit the risk

Writing a Put

■   Belief that stock will rise (bullish outlook)
■   Risk “unlimited” to a maximum equating to 

the strike price less the premium received
■   Maximum reward limited to the premium 

received
■   Can be combined with another position to 

limit the  risk
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1.1 Long Call   

Proficiency Direction Volatility Asset Legs Max Risk Max Reward Strategy Type

  N/A  
!

  

Novice Bullish  Long Call Capped Uncapped Capital Gain

1.1.1 Description
Buying  a call is the most basic of all option strategies. For many people, it constitutes 

their first options trade after gaining experience buying and selling stocks.

Calls are easy to understand. A call is an option to buy, so it stands to reason that 

when you buy a call, you’re hoping that the underlying share price will rise.

ITM In the Money stock > call strike price

ATM At the Money stock = call strike price

OTM Out   of the Money stock < call strike price

Buy call

Steps to Trading a Long Call

1. Buy     the call option.

 ■  Remember that for option contracts in the U.S., one contract is for 100 

shares. So when you see a price of 1.00 for a call, you will have to pay $100 

for one contract.

 ■  For S&P Futures options, one contract is exercisable into one futures con-

tract. If the option price is 1.00, you will pay $250 for one futures contract 

upon exercise.

 Steps In

 ■  Try to ensure that the stock is trending upward, and is above a clearly iden-

tifiable area of support.
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 Steps Out

 ■ Manage your position according to the rules defined in your trading plan.

 ■  Sell your long options before the final month before expiration if you want 

to avoid the effects of time decay.

 ■ If the stock falls below your stop loss, then exit by selling the     calls.

1.1.2 Context

Outlook

■ With    a long call, your   outlook is bullish. You expect a rise in the underlying 

asset price.

Rationale

■  To make a better return than if you had simply bought the stock itself. Do 

ensure that you give yourself enough time to be right; this means you should 

go at least six months out, if not one- or two-year LEAPs. If you think these are 

expensive, then simply divide the price by the number of months left to 

expiration and then compare that to shorter-term option prices. You will see 

that LEAPs and longer-term options are far better value on a per-month basis, 

and they give you more time to be right, thus improving your chances of 

success. Another method is to buy only shorter-term deep ITM options.

Net Position

■ This is  a net debit transaction because you pay for the call option.

■ Your maximum risk is capped to the price you pay for the call.

■ Your maximum reward is uncapped.

Effect of Time Decay

■    Time decay works against your bought option, so give yourself plenty of time 

to be right.

■  Don’t be fooled by the false economy that shorter options are cheaper. Compare 

a one-month option to a 12-month option and divide the longer option price by 

12. You will see that you are paying far less per month for the 12-month option.
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Appropriate Time Period to Trade

■  At  least three months, preferably longer, depending on the particular 

   circumstances.

Selecting the Stock

■  Ideally  , look for stocks where the OVI is persistently positive for at least the last 

few days.

■  Choose from stocks with adequate liquidity, preferably over 500,000 Average 

Daily Volume (ADV).

■  The stock should be trending upward, and be above a clearly identifiable area 

of support.

Selecting the Options

■  Choose   options with adequate liquidity; open interest should be at least 100, 

preferably 500.

■  Strike —Look for either the ATM or ITM (lower) strike below the current stock.

■  Expiration —Give yourself enough time to be right; remember that time decay 

accelerates exponentially in the last month before expiration, so give yourself a 

minimum of three months to be right, knowing you’ll never hold into the last 

month. That gives you at least two months before you’ll need to sell. Longer 

would be better,    though.

1.1.3 Risk Profile

■ Maximum       Risk [Call premium]

■ Maximum Reward [Uncapped]

■ Breakeven [Call strike + call premium]
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1.1.4 Greeks    

Risk Profile Theta

Delta

RhoGamma

Vega

Key:
Expiration
Today – 6 months
Time(t) – 1 month

Risk Profile
As the stock price
rises, the long call
moves into profit
more and more
quickly, particularly
when the stock price
is greater than the
strike price.

Rho
Rho is positive, illus-
trating that higher
interest rates would
increase the value
ofthe calls and
therefore help the
position.

Vega
Vega is positive, illus-
trating that volatility
is helpful to the posi-
tion because higher
volatility translates
into higher option
values.

Theta
Theta is negative,
illustrating that time
decay hurts the long
call position.

Delta
Delta (speed) is posi-
tive and increases at
its fastest rate around
the strike price, until
it reaches 1. Notice
how delta is zero
when the option is
deep OTM. 

Gamma
Gamma (acceleration)
is always positive with
a long call, and it
peaks when delta is
at its fastest (steep-
est) rate. 

1.1.5 Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages

■ Cheaper    than buying the stock outright.

■ Far greater leverage than simply owning the stock.

■ Uncapped profit potential with capped risk.

Disadvantages

■ Potential 100% loss if the strike price, expiration dates, and stock are badly 

chosen.

■ High l  everage can be dangerous if the stock price moves against you.
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1.1.6 Exiting the Trade

Exiting the Position

■ Sell     the calls you bought.

Mitigating a Loss

■ Use   the underlying asset or stock to determine where your stop loss should be 

placed.

1.1.7 Margin Collateral

■ Being     a long net debit strategy, there is no margin requirement per se because 

the risk of the trade is limited to the initial cost.

1.1.8 Example

ABCD    is trading at $28.88 on February 19, 2015.

Buy the January 2016 27.50 strike call for 4.38.

You Pay Call premium
 4.38

Maximum Risk Call premium
 4.38
 Maximum risk is 100% of your total cost here

Maximum Reward Unlimited as the stock price rises

Breakeven Strike price + call premium
 27.50 +   4.38 = 31.88

1.2 Short (Naked) Call   

Proficiency Direction Volatility Asset Legs Max Risk Max Reward Strategy Type

   N/A    

Advanced Bearish  Short Call Uncapped Capped Income

1.2.1 Description
Although   simple to execute, shorting a call (without any form of cover) is a risky 

strategy, hence its categorization as an advanced strategy. A short call exposes you to 

uncapped risk if the stock rises meteorically, and brokers will only allow experienced 

options traders to trade the strategy in the first place.
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A call is an option to buy, so it stands to reason that when you buy a call, you’re 

hoping that the underlying share price will rise. If you’re selling or shorting a call, 

it’s therefore logical that you’d want the stock to do the opposite—   fall.

Sell call

Steps to Trading a Short Call

1.  Sell     the call option with a strike price higher than the current stock 

price.

 ■  Remember that for option contracts in the U.S., one contract is for 100 

shares. So when you see a price of 1.00 for a call, you will receive $100 for 

one contract.

 Steps In

 ■  Try to ensure that the stock is rangebound or trending downward, and is 

below a clearly identifiable area of resistance.

 Steps Out

 ■ Manage your position according to the rules defined in your trading plan.

 ■  Hopefully the stock will decline or remain static, allowing your sold option 

to expire worthless so you can keep the entire premium.

 ■  If the stock rises above your stop loss, then exit the position by buying back 

the calls.

 ■  Time decay will be eroding the value of your call every day, so all other 

things being equal, the call you sold will be declining in value every day, 

allowing you to buy it back for less than you bought it for, unless the 

underlying stock has risen of     course.

1.2.2 Context

Outlook

■   Bearish  —You  are expecting a fall in the stock price; you are certainly not 
expecting a rise in the stock.

Rationale

■ To pick up short-term premium income as the stock develops price weakness.
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Net Position

■ This is a net credit transaction   because you are receiving a premium for 

the call.

■ Your maximum risk is uncapped.

■ Your maximum reward is capped to the price you receive for the call.

Effect of Time Decay

■ Time  decay is helpful to your naked sold option, so take advantage of the 

maximum time erosion. Maximum time decay (or theta decay) occurs in the last 

month before the option’s expiration, so it makes sense to sell one-month-or-

less options only.

■ Don’t be fooled by the false economy that selling longer options would be more 

lucrative. Compare a one-month option to a 12-month option and multiply the 

shorter option price by 12. You will see that you are receiving far more per 

month for the one-month option. Also remember that you want the person on 

the long side of this trade to have as short a time as possible to be right.

■ Give yourself as little time as possible to be wrong because your maximum     risk 

is uncapped.

Appropriate Time Period to Trade

■ One  month or less.

Selecting the Stock

■ Ideally , look for stocks where the OVI is persistently negative for at least the 

last few days.

■ Choose from stocks with adequate liquidity, preferably over 500,000 Average 

Daily Volume (ADV).

■ The stock should be rangebound or trending downward, and below a clearly 

identifiable area of  resistance .

Selecting the Options

■ Choose  options with adequate liquidity; open interest should be at least 100, 

preferably 500.

■ Strike —Look for OTM strikes above the current stock price.

■ Expiration —Give yourself as little time as possible to be wrong. Remember 

that your short position exposes you to uncapped risk, and that time decay 

accelerates exponentially (in your favor when you’re short) in the last month 
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before expiration, so only short the option with a maximum of one month to 

expiration, preferably     less.

1.2.3 Risk Profile

■ Maximum     Risk [Uncapped]

■ Maximum Reward [Call premium]

■ Breakeven [Call strike + call premium]

1.2.4 Greeks   

Risk Profile Theta

Delta

RhoGamma

Vega

Key:
Expiration
Today – 6 months
Time(t) – 1 month

Risk Profile
As the stock price
rises, the short call
loses money more
and more quickly,
particularly when the
stock price is greater
than the strike price.

Rho
Rho is negative, illus-
trating that higher
interest rates would
harm the short call
position. 

Vega
Vega is negative, illus-
trating that volatility
is unhelpful to the
position because
higher volatility trans-
lates into higher
option values. As the
seller of option pre-
mium, we’d rather
the option value
decreases.

Theta
Theta is positive,
illustrating that time
decay helps the short
call position. As an
option seller, this is of
course completely
logical.

Delta
Delta (speed) is nega-
tive and moves at its
fastest (negative) rate
around the strike
price, until it reaches
-1. Notice how delta
is zero when the
option is deep.

Gamma
Gamma (acceleration)
is always negative
with a short call, and
it peaks inversely
when delta is at its
fastest (steepest)
rate. Gamma is zero
when the position is
deep OTM or ITM
(i.e., when delta isn’t
moving).
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1.2.5 Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages

■ If    done correctly, you can profit from falling or rangebound stocks in this way.

■ This is another type of income strategy.

Disadvantages

■ Uncapped risk potential if the stock rises.

■ A risky strategy that is difficult to recommend on its own.

1.2.6 Exiting the Trade

Exiting the Position

■ Buy     back the options you sold or wait for the sold option to expire worthless (if 

the underlying stock falls and stays below the strike price) so that you can keep 

the entire premium.

Mitigating a Loss

■ Use  the underlying asset or stock to determine where your stop loss should be 

placed.

1.2.7 Margin Collateral

■ The     minimum requirement specified by the CBOE is 100% of the option 

proceeds, plus 10% of the share value. Many brokers specify 100% of the option 

proceeds, plus 20% of the share value.

1.2.8 Example

ABCD    is trading at $28.20 on February 19, 2015.

Sell the March 2015 30.00 strike call for 0.90.

You Receive Call premium
 0.90

Maximum Risk Uncapped

Maximum Reward Call premium
 0.90

Breakeven Strike price + call premium
 30.00 + 0.90   = 30.90
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1.3 Long Put   

Proficiency Direction Volatility Asset Legs Max Risk Max Reward Strategy Type

  N/A  
!

  

Novice Bearish  Long Put Capped Uncapped Capital Gain

1.3.1 Description
Buying a   put is the opposite of buying a call. A put is an option to sell. When you buy 

a put, your outlook is bearish.

ITM In the Money stock < put strike price

ATM At the Money stock = put strike price

OTM Out of the Money stock > put strike price

Buy put

Steps to Trading a Long Put

1. Buy the     put option.

 ■  Remember that for option contracts in the U.S., one contract is for 100 

shares. So when you see a price of 1.00 for a put, you will have to pay $100 

for one contract.

 ■  For S&P Futures options, one contract is exercisable into one futures con-

tract. If the option price is 1.00, you will pay $250 for one futures contract 

upon exercise.

 Steps In

 ■  Try to ensure that the stock is trending downward, and is below a clearly 

identifiable area of  resistance.

 Steps Out

 ■ Manage your position according to the rules defined in your trading plan.

 ■  Sell your long options before the final month before expiration if you want 

to avoid the effects of time decay.

 ■ If     the stock rises above your stop loss, then exit by selling the puts.
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1.3.2 Context

Outlook

■ With    a long put, your outlook is  bearish.  You expect a fall in the underlying 

asset price.

Rationale

■ To make a better return than if you had simply sold short the stock itself. Do 

ensure that you give yourself enough time to be right; this means you should 

go at least six months out, if not one- or two-year LEAPs. If you think these are 

expensive, then simply divide the price by the number of months left to expira-

tion and then compare that to shorter-term put prices. You will see that LEAPs 

and longer-term options are a far better value per month, and they give you 

more time to be right, thus improving your chances of success. Another method 

is to buy only deep ITM options.

Net Position

■ This is a net debit transaction  because you pay for the put option.

■ Your maximum risk is capped to the price you pay for the put.

■ Your maximum reward is uncapped until the stock falls to zero, whereupon the 

maximum profit is the strike price less what you paid for the put.

Effect of Time Decay

■ Time  decay works against your bought option, so give yourself plenty of time 

to be right.

■ Don’t be fooled by the false economy that shorter options are cheaper. Compare 

a one-month option to a 12-month option and divide the longer option price by 

12. You will see that you are paying far less per month for the 12-month option.

Appropriate Time Period to Trade

■ At  least three months, preferably longer depending on the particular 

  circumstances.

Selecting the Stock

■ Ideally , look for stocks where the OVI is persistently negative for at least the 

last few days.

■ Choose from stocks with adequate liquidity, preferably over 500,000 Average 

Daily Volume (ADV).

■ The stock should be trending downward, and be trading below a clearly 

identifiable area of  resistance.
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Selecting the Options

■ Choose  options with adequate liquidity; open interest should be at least 100, 

preferably 500.

■ Strike —Look for either the ATM or ITM (higher) strike above the current stock.

■ Expiration —Give yourself enough time to be right; remember that time decay 

accelerates exponentially in the last month before expiration, so give yourself a 

minimum of three months to be right, knowing you’ll never hold into the last 

month. That gives you at least two months before you’ll need to sell. Longer 

would be better,    though.

1.3.3 Risk Profile

■ Maximum     Risk [Put premium]

■ Maximum Reward [Put strike – put premium]

■ Breakeven [Put strike – put premium]

1.3.4 Greeks    

Risk Profile Theta

Delta

RhoGamma

Vega

Key:
Expiration
Today – 6 months
Time(t) – 1 month

Risk Profile
As the stock price
falls, the long put
moves into profit
more and more
quickly, particularly
when the stock price
is lower than the
strike price.

Rho
Rho is negative, illus-
trating that higher
interest rates would
reduce the value of
the puts and there-
fore hurt the position. 

Vega
Vega is positive, illus-
trating that volatility
is helpful to the posi-
tion because higher
volatility translates
into higher option
values.

Theta
Theta is negative,
illustrating that time
decay hurts the long
put position.

Delta
Delta (speed) is nega-
tive and moves at its
fastest rate around
the strike price, until
it reaches -1. Notice
how delta is zero
when the option is
deep OTM. 

Gamma
Gamma (acceleration)
is always positive with
a long put, and it
peaks when delta is
at its fastest (steep-
est) rate. 
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1.3.5 Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages

■ Profit    from declining stock prices.

■ Far greater leverage than simply shorting the stock.

■ Uncapped profit potential with capped risk.

Disadvantages

■ Potential 100% loss if the strike price, expiration dates, and stock are badly 

chosen.

■ High leverage can be dangerous if the stock price moves against you.

1.3.6 Exiting the Trade

Exiting the Position

■ Sell     the puts you bought.

Mitigating a Loss

■ Use  the underlying asset or stock to determine where your stop loss should be 

placed.

1.3.7 Margin Collateral

■ Being     a long net debit strategy, there is no margin requirement per se because 

the risk of the trade is limited to the initial cost.

1.3.8 Example

ABCD    is trading at $28.88 on February 19, 2015.

Buy the January 2016 30.00 strike put for 4.38.

You Pay Put premium
 4.38

Maximum Risk Put premium
 4.38
 Maximum risk is 100% of your total cost here

Maximum Reward Strike price – put premium
 30.00 – 4.38 = 25.62

Breakeven Strike price – put premium
 30.00 –    4.38 = 25.62
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1.4 Short (Naked) Put    

Proficiency Direction Volatility Asset Legs Max Risk Max Reward Strategy Type

  N/A  
!

  

Intermediate Bullish  Short Put Capped* Capped Income

*Risk uncapped until the stock falls to zero.

1.4.1 Description
Selling a   put is a simple, short-term income strategy. A put is an option to sell. 

When you sell a put, you have sold someone the right to sell. As the stock falls, you 

may be obligated to buy the stock if you are exercised. Therefore, only sell puts out 

of the money and on stocks you’d love to own at the strike price (which is lower than 

the current stock price).

The maximum risk of a naked call is the strike price less the premium you receive. 

Some people consider this to be an unlimited risk profile, and others consider it to be 

limited risk. A compromise is to consider it unlimited until the stock falls to zero.

Sell put

Steps to Trading a Naked Put

1.  Sell     the put option with a strike price lower than the current stock 

price.

 ■  Remember that for option contracts in the U.S., one contract is for 100 

shares. So when you see a price of 1.00 for a put, you will receive $100 for 

one contract.

 ■  For S&P Futures options, one contract is exercisable into one futures con-

tract. If the option price is 1.00, you will pay $250 for one futures contract 

upon exercise.

 Steps In

 ■  Try to ensure that the stock is rangebound or trending upward, and is trad-

ing above a clearly identifiable area of support.
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 Steps Out

 ■ Manage your position according to the rules defined in your trading plan.

 ■  Hopefully the stock will rise or remain static, allowing your sold option to 

expire worthless so that you can keep the entire premium.

 ■  If the stock falls below your stop loss, then exit the position by buying back 

the puts.

 ■  Time decay will be eroding the value of your put every day, so all other 

things being equal, the put you sold will be declining in price every day, 

allowing you to buy it back for less than you bought it for, unless the 

underlying stock has fallen of     course.

1.4.2 Context

Outlook

■ Bullish—You      are expecting the stock to rise or stay sideways at a minimum.

Rationale

■ To pick up short-term premium income as the share develops price strength.

■ To lower the cost basis of buying a share (if the put is exercised).

Net Position

■ This is a  net credit transaction because you receive a premium for selling 

the put.

■ Your maximum risk is the put strike price less the premium you receive for the 

put. This is considered a high-risk strategy.

■ Your maximum reward is limited to the premium you receive for the option.

Effect of Time Decay

■ Time  decay works with your naked sold option. To take advantage of the 

maximum rate of time decay, sell the put in the last month before the option’s 

expiration.

■ Don’t be fooled by the false economy that options with longer to expiration 

are more lucrative. Compare a one-month option to a 12-month option and 

multiply the shorter option price by 12. You will see that you are receiving far 

more per month for the one-month option.
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Appropriate Time Period to Trade

■ One  month or less.

Selecting the Stock

■ Ideally , look for stocks where the OVI is persistently positive for at least the last 

few days.

■ Choose from stocks with adequate liquidity, preferably over 500,000 Average 

Daily Volume (ADV).

■ The stock should be rangebound or trending upward, and be trading above a 

clearly identifiable area of support.

Selecting the Options

■ Choose  options with adequate liquidity; open interest should be at least 100, 

preferably 500.

■ Strike —Look for OTM (lower strike) options, below the current stock price.

■ Expiration —Give yourself as little time as possible to be wrong; remember that 

your short position exposes you to uncapped risk (until the stock falls to zero) 

and that time decay accelerates exponentially (in your favor when you’re short) 

in the last month before expiration, so only short the option with a maximum of 

one month to expiration,    preferably less.

1.4.3 Risk Profile

■ Maximum     Risk [Put strike – put premium]

■ Maximum Reward [Put premium]

■ Breakeven [Put strike – put premium]
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1.4.4 Greeks    

Risk Profile Theta

Delta

RhoGamma

Vega

Key:
Expiration
Today – 6 months
Time(t) – 1 monthRisk Profile

As the stock price
falls, the naked put
moves into loss more
and more quickly,
particularly when the
stock price is lower
than the strike price.

Rho
Rho is positive, illus-
trating that higher
interest rates would
help the naked put
position. 

Vega
Vega is negative,
illustrating that
volatility is harmful to
the position because
higher volatility trans-
lates into higher
option values.

Theta
Theta is positive,
illustrating that time
decay helps the
naked put position. 

Delta
Delta (speed) is posi-
tive and falls to zero
after the position
reaches its maximum
profit potential after
the stock has risen
above the strike price.

Gamma
Gamma (acceleration)
is always negative
with a naked put
(because you are a net
seller of options), and
it peaks inversely
when delta is at its
fastest (steepest)
rate, which is when
the position is ATM.

1.4.5 Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages

■ If    done correctly, you can use naked puts to gain a regular income from rising 

or rangebound stocks.

■ The naked put is an alternative way of buying a stock at a cheaper price than in 

the current market. This is because if you’re exercised, you’re obligated to buy 

stock at the low strike price, having already received a premium for selling the 

puts in the first place.

Disadvantages

■ Naked puts expose you to uncapped risk (as the stock falls to zero) if the stock 

falls.
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■ Not a strategy for the inexperienced. You must only use this strategy on stocks 

you’d love to own at the put strike price you’re selling at. The problem is that if 

you were to be exercised, you’d be buying a stock that is falling. The way to 

avoid this is to position the put strike around an area of strong support within 

the context of a rising trend. A Fibonacci retracement point would be the type 

of area you’d use to position your naked put strike…well below the current 

stock    price.

1.4.6 Exiting the Trade

Exiting the Position

■ Buy     back the options you sold or wait for the sold put to expire worthless so 

that you can keep the entire premium.

Mitigating a Loss

■ Use  the underlying asset or stock to determine where your stop loss should be 

placed.

1.4.7 Margin Collateral

■ The minimum initial margin requirement is the premium received plus [10% of 

the strike price, multiplied by the number of contracts and multiplied by 100]

■ In practice you’ll use a margin calculator either with your broker or on the 

CBOE website.

1.4.8 Example

ABCD    is trading at $27.35 on May 12, 2015.

Sell the June 2015 25.00 strike put for 1.05.

You Receive Put premium
 1.05

Maximum Risk Strike price – put premium
 25.00 – 1.05 = 23.95

Maximum Reward Put premium
 1.05

Breakeven Strike price – put premium
 25.00 – 1.05 = 23.95

Return on Risk 4.38%

Cushion (from    Breakeven) 3.40 or 12.43%
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modified call butterfly, 288
put ratio backspread, 305
ratio call spread, 311
short call butterfly, 219
short call synthetic straddle, 351
short iron butterfly, 239
short put butterfly, 224
short put synthetic straddle, 356
short straddle, 253
short synthetic future, 365
straddle, 188
strap, 208
strip, 201
synthetic call, 330

at-the-money. See ATM (at-the-money)

B
bear call ladder, 165

advantages/disadvantages, 169
context, 167-168
description, 166
example, 170-171
exiting, 170
Greeks, 169
margin collateral, 170
risk profile, 168
trading, 166

bear call spread, 78, 154
advantages/disadvantages, 81-82
context, 79-80
description, 78
example, 82
exiting, 82
Greeks, 81
margin collateral, 82
risk profile, 80
trading, 78-79

bearish market outlook, xii-xiii
bear call spread, 79
bull call spread, 150
bull put ladder, 161
diagonal put, 129
long puts, 55
put ratio backspread, 304
short calls, 50
short combo, 373

A
advanced strategies

bear call ladder, 165-170
bear put ladder, 171-176
bull call ladder, 155-160
bull put ladder, 160-165
calendar put, 120-128
call ratio backspread, 297-302
covered put, 137-142
covered short straddle, 93-99
covered short strangle, 100-106
diagonal put, 128-136
list of, x
long call condor, 276-281
long put condor, 281-286
put ratio backspread, 303-308
short call condor, 227-231
short calls, 49-53
short iron butterfly, 237-242
short iron condor, 242-247
short put condor, 232-237
short straddle, 251-256
short strangle, 256-260

all or none, 21
American-style options, 3
AMEX (American Stock Exchange), 13
Analyzer (OptionEasy), 21
appropriate time period to trade. See time 

period to trade
ATM (at-the-money)

bear put ladder, 173
bear put spread, 152
bull call ladder, 157
bull call spread, 146
calendar put, 123
call ratio backspread, 299
collar, 325
covered call, 69
defined, 4
diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 130
long call butterfly, 268
long call synthetic straddle, 341
long iron butterfly, 85
long put butterfly, 273
long put synthetic straddle, 346
long synthetic future, 361
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bull put ladder, 160
advantages/disadvantages, 164
context, 161-162
description, 160
example, 165
exiting, 164
Greeks, 163
margin collateral, 164
risk profile, 163
trading, 161

bull put spread, 73, 154
advantages/disadvantages, 76-77
context, 74-75
description, 73
example, 77
exiting, 77
Greeks, 76
margin collateral, 77
risk profile, 75
trading, 73-74

buying options, 2
buy stops, 20

C
calendar call, 106

advantages/disadvantages, 110
context, 108-109
description, 106-107
example, 111-113
exiting, 111
Greeks, 110
margin collateral, 111
risk profile, 109
trading, 107-108

calendar put, 120
advantages/disadvantages, 124
context, 122-123
description, 121
example, 125-128
exiting, 125
Greeks, 124
margin collateral, 125
risk profile, 123
trading, 121-122

call ratio backspread, 297
advantages/disadvantages, 301
context, 299-300
description, 298
example, 302
exiting, 301
Greeks, 300
margin collateral, 301
risk profile, 300
trading, 298

calls
American-style options, 3
bear call ladder, 165

advantages/disadvantages, 169
context, 167-168

short synthetic future, 364
synthetic put, 334

bear put ladder, 171
advantages/disadvantages, 175
context, 172-174
description, 171
example, 176
exiting, 175
Greeks, 174
margin collateral, 175-176
risk profile, 174
trading, 172

bear put spread, 149
advantages/disadvantages, 153
context, 150-152
description, 149-150
example, 154
exiting, 153
Greeks, 152
margin collateral, 153
risk profile, 152
trading, 150

Bear Stearns (BSC), 27-28
beginner strategies. See novice strategies
breakeven points. See risk profiles
BSC (Bear Stearns), 27-28
bull call ladder, 155

advantages/disadvantages, 158
context, 156-157
description, 155
example, 159-160
exiting, 159
Greeks, 158
margin collateral, 159
risk profile, 157
trading, 155-156

bull call spread, 144
advantages/disadvantages, 147-148
context, 145-146
description, 144
example, 148-149
exiting, 148
Greeks, 147
margin collateral, 148
risk profile, 147
trading, 145

bullish market outlook, xii
bear call ladder, 167
bull call spread, 145
bull put spread, 74
call ratio backspread, 299
collar, 324
covered short straddle, 95
diagonal call, 115
long calls, 46
long combo, 369
long synthetic future, 360
short puts, 59
short strangle, 102
synthetic call, 329

bullish setup (OVI), 37
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description, 65-66
example, 72
exiting, 71
Greeks, 70
margin collateral, 72
risk profile, 69
trading, 66-67

defined, 3
diagonal call, 113

advantages/disadvantages, 117
context, 115-116
description, 114
example, 118-120
exiting, 118
Greeks, 117
margin collateral, 118
risk profile, 116
trading, 114-115

European-style options, 3
intrinsic value, 5-6
long call butterfly, 266

advantages/disadvantages, 269
context, 267-268
description, 266
example, 270
exiting, 270
Greeks, 269
margin collateral, 270
risk profile, 268
trading, 266-267

long call condor, 276
advantages/disadvantages, 279
context, 277-278
description, 276
example, 280-281
exiting, 280
Greeks, 279
margin collateral, 280
risk profile, 278
trading, 276-277

long calls
advantages/disadvantages, 48
context, 46-47
description, 45
example, 49
exiting trade, 49
Greeks, 48
margin collateral, 49
risk profile, 47
trading, 45-46

long call synthetic straddle, 338
advantages/disadvantages, 342
context, 340-341
description, 339
example, 343
exiting, 343
margin collateral, 343
risk profile, 341-342
trading, 339-340

description, 166
example, 170-171
exiting, 170
Greeks, 169
margin collateral, 170
risk profile, 168
trading, 166

bear call spread, 78, 154
advantages/disadvantages, 81-82
context, 79-80
description, 78
example, 82
exiting, 82
Greeks, 81
margin collateral, 82
risk profile, 80
trading, 78-79

bull call ladder, 155
advantages/disadvantages, 158
context, 156-157
description, 155
example, 159-160
exiting, 159
Greeks, 158
margin collateral, 159
risk profile, 157
trading, 155-156

bull call spread, 144
advantages/disadvantages, 147-148
context, 145-146
description, 144
example, 148
exiting, 148
Greeks, 147
margin collateral, 148
risk profile, 147
trading, 145

calendar call, 106
advantages/disadvantages, 110
context, 108-109
description, 106-107
example, 111-113
exiting, 111
Greeks, 110
margin collateral, 111
risk profile, 109
trading, 107-108

call ratio backspread, 297
advantages/disadvantages, 301
context, 299-300
description, 298
example, 302
exiting, 301
Greeks, 300
margin collateral, 301
risk profile, 300
trading, 298

covered call, 65
advantages/disadvantages, 70-71
context, 67-69
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synthetic call, 328
advantages/disadvantages, 332
context, 329-331
description, 328-329
example, 332-333
exiting, 332
Greeks, 331
margin collateral, 332
risk profile, 331
trading, 329

time value, 5-6
capital gain strategies, list of, xxi-xxii
capped reward profile, strategies with, xviii-xix
capped risk profile, xvi-xvii
CBOE (Chicago Board Options Exchange), 13
CBOT (Chicago Board of Trade), 13
charts, risk profile. See risk profiles
Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT), 13
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), 13
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 13
collar, 322

advantages/disadvantages, 327
context, 324-326
description, 322-323
example, 327-328
Greeks, 326
margin collateral, 327
risk profiles, 326
trading, 323-324

combining
income strategies, 64-65
rangebound strategies, 250

consolidation breakout (OVI), 38
contacts (options), 12-13
covered call, 65

advantages/disadvantages, 70-71
context, 67-69
description, 65-66
example, 72
exiting, 71
Greeks, 70
margin collateral, 72
risk profile, 69
trading, 66-67

covered put, 137
advantages/disadvantages, 141
context, 139-140
description, 137-138
example, 142
exiting, 141-142
Greeks, 141
margin collateral, 142
risk profile, 140
trading, 138-139

covered short straddle, 93
advantages/disadvantages, 98
context, 95-97
description, 93-94
example, 99
exiting, 98-99

modified call butterfly, 286
advantages/disadvantages, 289
context, 287-288
description, 286
example, 290-291
exiting, 290
Greeks, 289
margin collateral, 290
risk profiles, 289
trading, 287

ratio call spread, 308
advantages/disadvantages, 312
context, 310-311
description, 309
example, 313-314
exiting, 313
Greeks, 312
margin collateral, 313
risk profile, 311
trading, 309

short call butterfly, 217
context, 218-219
description, 217
example, 221-222
exiting, 221
Greeks, 220
margin collateral, 221
risk profile, 219
trading, 217-218

short call condor, 227
advantages/disadvantages, 230
context, 228-229
description, 227
example, 231
exiting, 231
Greeks, 230
margin collateral, 231
risk profile, 229
trading, 227-228

short calls, 49
advantages/disadvantages, 53
context, 50-52
description, 49-50
example, 53
exiting trade, 53
Greeks, 52
margin collateral, 53
risk profile, 52
trading, 50

short call synthetic straddle, 349
advantages/disadvantages, 352
context, 350-351
description, 349
example, 353-354
exiting, 353
Greeks, 352
margin collateral, 353
risk profile, 351
trading, 349-350

strategy table, 384-392
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collar, 327
covered put, 141-142
covered short straddle, 98-99
covered short strangle, 105
diagonal call, 118
diagonal put, 132
guts, 216
income strategies, 71
long box, 381
long call butterfly, 270
long call condor, 280
long calls, 49
long call synthetic straddle, 343
long combo, 371
long iron butterfly, 87
long iron condor, 92
long put butterfly, 275
long put condor, 285
long puts, 57
long put synthetic straddle, 348
long synthetic future, 363
modified call butterfly, 290
modified put butterfly, 295
put ratio backspread, 307
rangebound strategies, 255
ratio call spread, 313
ratio put spread, 318
short call butterfly, 221
short call condor, 231
short calls, 53
short call synthetic straddle, 353
short combo, 376
short guts, 265
short iron butterfly, 241
short iron condor, 246
short put butterfly, 226
short put condor, 236
short puts, 62
short put synthetic straddle, 358
short strangle, 260
short synthetic future, 367
straddle, 190
strangle, 196
strap, 210
strip, 203
synthetic call, 332
synthetic strategies, 337

expert strategies
guts, 211-217
list of, x-xi
long box, 377-382
long call synthetic straddle, 338-343
long combo, 368-372
long put synthetic straddle, 344-349
long synthetic future, 359-363
modified call butterfly, 286-291
modified put butterfly, 291-296
ratio call spread, 308-314
ratio put spread, 314-319
short call synthetic straddle, 349-354

Greeks, 97
margin collateral, 99
risk profile, 97
trading, 94-95

covered short strangle, 100
advantages/disadvantages, 104-105
context, 102-103
description, 100
example, 106
exiting, 105
Greeks, 104
margin collateral, 105
risk profile, 103
trading, 101-102

D
day-only orders, 20
decay (of time). See time decay
delta, xxix, 24. See also Greeks
diagonal call, 113

advantages/disadvantages, 117
context, 115-116
description, 114
example, 118-120
exiting, 118
Greeks, 117
margin collateral, 118
risk profile, 116
trading, 114-115

diagonal put, 128
advantages/disadvantages, 131-132
context, 129-130
description, 128
example, 132-136
exiting, 132
Greeks, 131
margin collateral, 132
risk profile, 131
trading, 129

dividends payable, 7

E
earnings surprise straddle, 181-182
European-style options, 3
exchanges (option), 13-14
exercise price. See strike price
exiting trades

bear call ladder, 170
bear call spread, 82
bear put ladder, 175
bear put spreads, 153
bull call ladder, 159
bull call spread, 148
bull put ladder, 164
bull put spread, 77
calendar call, 111
calendar put, 125
call ratio backspread, 301
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straddle, 188
strangle, 194
strap, 208
strip, 201
synthetic call, 331

F-G
fill or kill, 21

gamma, xxx, 24-25. See also Greeks
gearing, 22-23
glossary of terms, 393-406
good till cancelled (GTC), 20
Greeks

bear call ladder, 169
bear call spread, 81
bear put ladder, 174
bear put spread, 152
bull call ladder, 158
bull call spread, 147
bull put ladder, 163
bull put spread, 76
calendar call, 110
calendar put, 124
call ratio backspread, 300
covered put, 141
covered short straddle, 97
covered short strangle, 104
diagonal call, 117
diagonal put, 131
explained, xxix-xxx
guts, 215
income strategies, 70
long box, 380
long call butterfly, 269
long call condor, 279
long calls, 48
long combo, 370
long iron butterfly, 86
long iron condor, 91
long put butterfly, 274
long put condor, 284
long puts, 56
long put synthetic straddle, 347
long synthetic future, 362
modified call butterfly, 289
modified put butterfly, 294
overview, 23-24
put ratio backspread, 306
ratio call spread, 312
ratio put spread, 317
short call butterfly, 220
short call condor, 230
short calls, 52
short call synthetic straddle, 352
short combo, 375
short guts, 264
short iron butterfly, 240
short iron condor, 245

short combo, 372-376
short guts, 261-265
short put synthetic straddle, 354-359
short synthetic future, 364-367
strap, 204-210
strip, 197-204

expiration
bear call ladder, 168
bear call spread, 80
bear put ladder, 174
bear put spread, 152
bull call ladder, 157
bull call spread, 146
bull put ladder, 162
bull put spread, 75
calendar call, 109
calendar put, 123
call ratio backspread, 300
collar, 325
covered call, 69
covered put, 140
covered short straddle, 97
diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 130
explained, 4
guts, 214
long box, 379
long call butterfly, 268
long call condor, 278
long calls, 47
long call synthetic straddle, 341
long combo, 370
long iron butterfly, 85
long iron condor, 91
long put butterfly, 273
long put condor, 283
long puts, 56
long put synthetic straddle, 346
long synthetic future, 361
modified call butterfly, 288
modified put butterfly, 294
overview, 14
put ratio backspread, 305
ratio call spread, 311
ratio put spread, 316
short call butterfly, 219
short call condor, 229
short calls, 51
short call synthetic straddle, 351
short combo, 374
short guts, 263
short iron butterfly, 239
short iron condor, 244
short put butterfly, 224
short put condor, 234
short puts, 60
short put synthetic straddle, 356
short straddle, 253
short strangle, 103, 258
short synthetic future, 365
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example, 111-113
exiting, 111
Greeks, 110
margin collateral, 111
risk profile, 109
trading, 107-108

calendar put, 120
advantages/disadvantages, 124
context, 122-123
description, 121
example, 125-128
exiting, 125
Greeks, 124
margin collateral, 125
risk profile, 123
trading, 121-122

combining, 64-65
covered call, 65

advantages/disadvantages, 70-71
context, 67-69
description, 65-66
example, 72
exiting, 71
Greeks, 70
margin collateral, 72
risk profile, 69
trading, 66-67

covered put, 137
advantages/disadvantages, 141
context, 139-140
description, 137-138
example, 142
exiting, 141-142
Greeks, 141
margin collateral, 142
risk profile, 140
trading, 138-139

covered short straddle, 93
advantages/disadvantages, 98
context, 95-97
description, 93-94
example, 99
exiting, 98-99
Greeks, 97
margin collateral, 99
risk profile, 97
trading, 94-95

covered short strangle, 100
advantages/disadvantages, 104-105
context, 102-103
description, 100
example, 106
exiting, 105
Greeks, 104
margin collateral, 105
risk profile, 103
trading, 101-102

diagonal call, 113
advantages/disadvantages, 117
context, 115-116

short put butterfly, 225
short put condor, 235
short puts, 61
short put synthetic straddle, 357
short straddle, 254
short strangle, 259
short synthetic future, 366
straddle, 189
strangle, 195
strap, 209
strip, 202
synthetic call, 331
synthetic put, 336
table of, 24-25

GTC (good till cancelled), 20
guts, 211

advantages/disadvantages, 215-216
context, 213-214
description, 211-212
example, 216-217
exiting, 216
Greeks, 215
margin collateral, 216
risk profile, 214
trading, 212-213

H
hedge ratio, 24
high volatility, strategies benefiting from, xiv. 

See also volatility strategies
horizontal spreads, 106, 143

I
income strategies

bear call spread, 78
advantages/disadvantages, 81-82
context, 79-80
description, 78
example, 82
exiting, 82
Greeks, 81
margin collateral, 82
risk profile, 80
trading, 78-79

bull put spread, 73
advantages/disadvantages, 76-77
context, 74-75
description, 73
example, 77
exiting, 77
Greeks, 76
margin collateral, 77
risk profile, 75
trading, 73-74

calendar call, 106
advantages/disadvantages, 110
context, 108-109
description, 106-107
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in-the-money. See ITM (in-the-money)
intrinsic value

calls, 6
defined, 4-5
puts, 7

ISE (International Securities Exchange), 13
ITM (in-the-money)

calendar put, 123
covered call, 69-71
defined, 4
diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 130
ratio call spread, 311
short guts, 263

L
ladder strategies

bear call ladder, 165
advantages/disadvantages, 169
context, 167-168
description, 166
example, 170-171
exiting, 170
Greeks, 169
margin collateral, 170
risk profile, 168
trading, 166

bear put ladder, 171
advantages/disadvantages, 175
context, 172-174
description, 171
example, 176
exiting, 175
Greeks, 174
margin collateral, 175-176
risk profile, 174
trading, 172

bull call ladder, 155
advantages/disadvantages, 158
context, 156-157
description, 155
example, 159-160
exiting, 159
Greeks, 158
margin collateral, 159
risk profile, 157
trading, 155-156

bull put ladder, 160
advantages/disadvantages, 164
context, 161-162
description, 160
example, 165
exiting, 164
Greeks, 163
margin collateral, 164
risk profile, 163
trading, 161

leverage, 22-23

description, 114
example, 118-120
exiting, 118
Greeks, 117
margin collateral, 118
risk profile, 116
trading, 114-115

diagonal put, 128
advantages/disadvantages, 131-132
context, 129-130
description, 128
example, 132-136
exiting, 132
Greeks, 131
margin collateral, 132
risk profile, 131
trading, 129

list of, xx
long iron butterfly, 83

advantages/disadvantages, 86
context, 84-85
description, 83
example, 87-88
exiting, 87
Greeks, 86
margin collateral, 87
risk profile, 86
trading, 83-84

long iron condor, 88
advantages/disadvantages, 92
context, 89-91
description, 88
example, 93
exiting, 92
Greeks, 91
margin collateral, 92
risk profile, 91
trading, 89

naked put, 72
overview, 63-64

intermediate strategies
bear call spread, 78-82
bear put spread, 149-154
bull call spread, 144--149
bull put spread, 73-77
calendar call, 106-113
collar, 322-328
diagonal call, 113-120
list of, ix
long call butterfly, 266-270
long iron butterfly, 83-88
long iron condor, 88-93
long put butterfly, 271-275
short call butterfly, 217-222
short put butterfly, 222-226
short puts, 58-62
straddle, 179-191
strangle, 191-197

International Securities Exchange (ISE), 13
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risk profile, 268
trading, 266-267

long call condor, 276
advantages/disadvantages, 279
context, 277-278
description, 276
example, 280-281
exiting, 280
Greeks, 279
margin collateral, 280
risk profile, 278
trading, 276-277

long calls
advantages/disadvantages, 48
context, 46-47
description, 45
example, 49
exiting trade, 49
Greeks, 48
margin collateral, 49
risk profile, 47
trading, 45-46

long call synthetic straddle, 338
advantages/disadvantages, 342
context, 340-341
description, 339
example, 343
exiting, 343
margin collateral, 343
risk profile, 341-342
trading, 339-340

long combo, 368
advantages/disadvantages, 371
context, 369-370
description, 368
example, 372
exiting, 371
Greeks, 370
margin collateral, 371
risk profile, 370
trading, 368

long iron butterfly, 83, 296
advantages/disadvantages, 86
context, 84-85
description, 83
example, 87-88
exiting, 87
Greeks, 86
margin collateral, 87
risk profile, 86
trading, 83-84

long iron condor, 88, 296
advantages/disadvantages, 92
context, 89-91
description, 88
example, 93
exiting, 92
Greeks, 91
margin collateral, 92

leveraged strategies
call ratio backspread, 297

advantages/disadvantages, 301
context, 299-300
description, 298
example, 302
exiting, 301
Greeks, 300
margin collateral, 301
risk profile, 300
trading, 298

explained, 297
put ratio backspread, 303

context, 304-305
description, 303
example, 307-308
exiting, 307
Greeks, 306
margin collateral, 307
risk profile, 305
trading, 303-304

ratio call spread, 308
advantages/disadvantages, 312
context, 310-311
description, 309
example, 313-314
exiting, 313
Greeks, 312
margin collateral, 313
risk profile, 311
trading, 309

ratio put spread, 314
advantages/disadvantages, 318
context, 315-316
description, 314
example, 319
exiting, 318
Greeks, 317
margin collateral, 318
risk profile, 317
trading, 315

limit orders, 19-20
long box, 377

advantages/disadvantages, 380
context, 378-379
description, 377
example, 381-382
exiting, 381
Greeks, 380
margin collateral, 381
risk profile, 379
trading, 377-378

long call butterfly, 266
advantages/disadvantages, 269
context, 267-268
description, 266
example, 270
exiting, 270
Greeks, 269
margin collateral, 270
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calendar put, 125
call ratio backspread, 301
collar, 327
covered call, 71
covered put, 142
covered short straddle, 98
diagonal call, 118
diagonal put, 132
guts, 216
long box, 381
long call butterfly, 270
long call condor, 280
long calls, 49
long call synthetic straddle, 343
long combo, 371
long iron butterfly, 87
long iron condor, 92
long put butterfly, 275
long put condor, 285
long puts, 57
long put synthetic straddle, 348
long synthetic future, 363
modified call butterfly, 290
modified put butterfly, 295
put ratio backspread, 307
ratio call spread, 313
ratio put spread, 318
short call butterfly, 221
short call condor, 231
short calls, 53
short call synthetic straddle, 353
short combo, 376
short guts, 265
short iron butterfly, 241
short iron condor, 246
short put butterfly, 226
short put condor, 236
short puts, 62
short put synthetic straddle, 358
short straddle, 255
short strangle, 105, 260
short synthetic future, 367
straddle, 190
strangle, 196
strap, 210
strip, 203
synthetic call, 332
synthetic put, 337

low volatility, strategies benefiting from, xiv-xv. 
See also volatility strategies

M
maintenance margin, 15
marginable security, 15
margin collateral

bear call ladder, 170
bear call spread, 82
bear put ladder, 175-176
bear put spreads, 153
bull call ladder, 159

risk profile, 91
trading, 89

long put butterfly, 271
advantages/disadvantages, 274
context, 272-273
description, 271
example, 275
exiting, 275
Greeks, 274
margin collateral, 275
risk profile, 273
trading, 271-272

long put condor, 281
advantages/disadvantages, 284
context, 282-283
description, 281
example, 285-286
exiting, 285
Greeks, 284
margin collateral, 285
risk profile, 284
trading, 281-282

long puts
advantages/disadvantages, 57
context, 55-56
description, 54
example, 57
exiting trade, 57
Greeks, 56
margin collateral, 57
risk profile, 56
trading, 54

long put synthetic straddle, 344
advantages/disadvantages, 347
context, 345-346
description, 344
example, 348-349
exiting, 348
Greeks, 347
margin collateral, 348
risk profile, 346
trading, 344-345

long synthetic future, 359
advantages/disadvantages, 362
context, 360-361
description, 360
example, 363
exiting, 363
Greeks, 362
margin collateral, 363
risk profile, 361
trading, 360

loss mitigation
bear call spread, 82
bear put ladder, 175
bear put spreads, 153
bull call ladder, 159
bull call spread, 148
bull put ladder, 164
bull put spread, 77
calendar call, 111
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bull put ladder, 161
bull put spread, 74
calendar call, 108
calendar put, 122
call ratio backspread, 299
collar, 324
covered call, 67
covered put, 139
covered short straddle, 95
diagonal call, 115
diagonal put, 129
guts, 213
long call butterfly, 267
long call condor, 277
long calls, 46
long call synthetic straddle, 340
long combo, 369
long iron butterfly, 84
long iron condor, 89
long put butterfly, 272
long put condor, 282
long puts, 55
long put synthetic straddle, 345
long synthetic future, 360
modified call butterfly, 287
modified put butterfly, 292
put ratio backspread, 304
ratio call spread, 310
ratio put spread, 315
short call butterfly, 218
short call condor, 228
short calls, 50
short call synthetic straddle, 350
short combo, 373
short guts, 262
short iron butterfly, 238
short iron condor, 243
short put butterfly, 223
short put condor, 233
short puts, 59
short put synthetic straddle, 355
short straddle, 252
short strangle, 102, 257
short synthetic future, 364
straddle, 187
strangle, 193
strap, 207
strip, 200
synthetic call, 329
synthetic put, 334

married put, 328
advantages/disadvantages, 332
context, 329-331
description, 328-329
example, 332-333
exiting, 332
Greeks, 331
margin collateral, 332
risk profile, 331
trading, 329

mitigating loss. See loss mitigation

bull call spread, 148
bull put ladder, 164
bull put spread, 77
calendar call, 111
calendar put, 125
call ratio backspread, 301
collar, 327
covered put, 142
covered short straddle, 99
covered short strangle, 105
diagonal call, 118
diagonal put, 132
examples, 16-19
explained, xxx, 15
guts, 216
income strategies, 72, 87
long box, 381
long call butterfly, 270
long call condor, 280
long calls, 49
long call synthetic straddle, 343
long combo, 371
long iron condor, 92
long put butterfly, 275
long put condor, 285
long puts, 57
long put synthetic straddle, 348
long synthetic future, 363
maintenance margin, 15
marginable security, 15
modified call butterfly, 290
modified put butterfly, 295
put ratio backspread, 307
rangebound strategies, 255
ratio call spread, 313
ratio put spread, 318
short call butterfly, 221
short call condor, 231
short calls, 53
short call synthetic straddle, 353
short combo, 376
short iron butterfly, 241
short iron condor, 246
short put butterfly, 226
short put condor, 236
short put synthetic straddle, 358
short strangle, 260
short synthetic future, 367
straddle, 190
strap, 210
strip, 203
synthetic call, 332
synthetic strategies, 337

market orders, 19
market outlook

bear call ladder, 167
bear call spread, 79
bear put ladder, 172
bear put spread, 150
bull call ladder, 156
bull call spread, 145
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Greeks, 169
margin collateral, 170
risk profile, 168
trading, 166

bear put ladder, 171
advantages/disadvantages, 175
context, 172-174
description, 171
example, 176
exiting, 175
Greeks, 174
margin collateral, 175-176
risk profile, 174
trading, 172

bear put spread, 149
advantages/disadvantages, 153
context, 150-152
description, 149-150
example, 154
exiting, 153
Greeks, 152
margin collateral, 153
risk profile, 152
trading, 150

bull call ladder, 155
advantages/disadvantages, 158
context, 156-157
description, 155
example, 159-160
exiting, 159
Greeks, 158
margin collateral, 159
risk profile, 157
trading, 155-156

bull call spread, 144
advantages/disadvantages, 147-148
context, 145-146
description, 144
example, 148-149
exiting, 148
Greeks, 147
margin collateral, 148
risk profile, 147
trading, 145

bull put ladder, 160
advantages/disadvantages, 164
context, 161-162
description, 160
example, 165
exiting, 164
Greeks, 163
margin collateral, 164
risk profile, 163
trading, 161

net debit transactions
bear call ladder, 167
bear put ladder, 172
bear put spread, 151
bull call ladder, 156
bull call spread, 145
bull put ladder, 161

modified call butterfly, 286
advantages/disadvantages, 289
context, 287-288
description, 286
example, 290-291
exiting, 290
Greeks, 289
margin collateral, 290
risk profiles, 289
trading, 287

modified put butterfly, 291
advantages/disadvantages, 295
context, 292-294
description, 291
example, 295-296
exiting, 295
Greeks, 294
margin collateral, 295
risk profiles, 294
trading, 292

N
naked calls. See short calls
naked puts. See short puts
net credit transactions

bear call ladder, 167
bear call spread, 79
bear put ladder, 172
bull call ladder, 156
bull put ladder, 161
bull put spread, 74
call ratio backspread, 299
covered put, 139
long call synthetic straddle, 340
long iron butterfly, 85
long iron condor, 90
modified put butterfly, 293
put ratio backspread, 304
ratio call spread, 310
ratio put spread, 316
short call butterfly, 218
short call condor, 228
short calls, 51
short combo, 373
short guts, 262
short put butterfly, 223
short put condor, 233
short puts, 59
short put synthetic straddle, 355
short straddle, 252
short strangle, 257
short synthetic future, 365
synthetic put, 335

net debit spreads, 143
bear call ladder, 165

advantages/disadvantages, 169
context, 167-168
description, 166
example, 170-171
exiting, 170
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ratio call spread, 310
strip, 200

neutral to bullish market outlook
bull put spread, 74
calendar call, 108
covered call, 67
ratio put spread, 315
strap, 207

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), 13
non-qualifying OVIs, 36
novice strategies

covered call, 65-72
list of, ix
long calls, 45-49
long puts, 54-57
synthetic call, 328-333
synthetic put, 333-338

NYSE (New York Stock Exchange), 13

O
obligations versus rights, 2, 8-9
onscreen options prices, 9-10
Opposites, Rule of, 43
option chain pages, 9-10
optioneasy.com, xxxii, 40
OptionEasy’s Analyzer, 21
option exchanges, 13-14
option pricing, 7-10
options contracts, 12-13
options, defined, 1
options selection

bear call ladder, 168
bear call spread, 80
bear put ladder, 173
bear put spreads, 151
bull call ladder, 157
bull call spread, 146
bull put ladder, 162
bull put spread, 75
calendar call, 109
calendar put, 123
call ratio backspread, 299
collar, 325
covered call, 69
covered put, 140
covered short straddle, 96
diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 130
guts, 214
long box, 379
long call butterfly, 268
long call condor, 278
long calls, 47
long call synthetic straddle, 341
long combo, 369
long iron butterfly, 85
long iron condor, 90
long put butterfly, 273
long put condor, 283

calendar call, 108
calendar put, 122
collar, 324
covered call, 68
covered short straddle, 96
diagonal call, 115
diagonal put, 130
guts, 213
long box, 378
long call butterfly, 267
long call condor, 277
long calls, 46
long combo, 369
long put butterfly, 272
long put condor, 282
long put synthetic straddle, 345
long puts, 55
long synthetic future, 360
modified call butterfly, 288
short call synthetic straddle, 350
short iron butterfly, 238
short iron condor, 244
short strangle, 102
straddle, 187
strangle, 193
strap, 207
strip, 200
synthetic call, 330

neutral market outlook, xiii
bull call ladder, 156
bear put ladder, 172-176
guts, 213
long box, 378
long call butterfly, 267
long call condor, 277
long call synthetic straddle, 340
long iron butterfly, 84
long iron condor, 89
long put butterfly, 272
long put condor, 282
long put synthetic straddle, 345
modified call butterfly, 287
modified put butterfly, 292
short call butterfly, 218
short call condor, 228
short call synthetic straddle, 350
short guts, 262
short iron butterfly, 238
short iron condor, 243
short put butterfly, 223
short put condor, 233
short put synthetic straddle, 355
short straddle, 252
short strangle, 257
straddle, 187
strangle, 193

neutral to bearish market outlook
bear call spread, 79
calendar put, 122
covered put, 139
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setups, 37-40
bullish setup, 37
consolidation breakout, 38
takeover breakout, 39

unreadable OVIs, 36
when to use, 35
why it works, 34

P
Pacific Stock Exchange (PSE), 13
Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX), 14
PHLX (Philadelphia Stock Exchange), 14
pre-earnings in-and-out straddle, 182-183
premiums (option), 7-10
pricing of options, 7-10
profiles, risk. See risk profiles
PSE (Pacific Stock Exchange), 13
pure chart pattern setup straddle, 184-185
put ratio backspread, 303

context, 304-305
description, 303
example, 307-308
exiting, 307
Greeks, 306
margin collateral, 307
risk profile, 305
trading, 303-304

puts
American-style options, 3
bear put ladder, 171

advantages/disadvantages, 175
context, 172-174
description, 171
example, 176
exiting, 175
Greeks, 174
margin collateral, 175-176
risk profile, 174
trading, 172

bear put spread, 149
advantages/disadvantages, 153
context, 150-152
description, 149-150
example, 154
exiting, 153
Greeks, 152
margin collateral, 153
risk profile, 152
trading, 150

bull put ladder, 160
advantages/disadvantages, 164
context, 161-162
description, 160
example, 165
exiting, 164
Greeks, 163
margin collateral, 164
risk profile, 163
trading, 161

long puts, 56
long put synthetic straddle, 346
long synthetic future, 361
modified call butterfly, 288
modified put butterfly, 293
put ratio backspread, 305
ratio call spread, 311
ratio put spread, 316
short call butterfly, 219
short call condor, 229
short calls, 51-52
short call synthetic straddle, 351
short combo, 374
short guts, 263
short iron butterfly, 239
short iron condor, 244
short put butterfly, 224
short put condor, 234
short puts, 60
short put synthetic straddle, 356
short straddle, 253
short strangle, 103, 258
short synthetic future, 365
straddle, 188
strangle, 194
strap, 208
strip, 201
synthetic call, 330
synthetic put, 335

options symbols, 11, 14-15
options valuation, 4-7
order types, 19-20
OTM (out-of-the-money)

bear call ladder, 168
bear call spread, 78-79
bear put spread, 152
bull call ladder, 157
bull call spread, 146
bull put ladder, 162
bull put spread, 73
calendar call, 109
collar, 325
covered call, 65, 71
defined, 4
diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 130
long combo, 369
short call synthetic straddle, 351
short combo, 374
short put synthetic straddle, 356
short strangle, 103, 258
synthetic call, 330

outlook. See market outlook
out-of-the-money. See OTM (out-of-the-money)
OVI indicator

components, 34
defined, 29-30
ease of use, 30-34
overview, 27-29
qualifying stocks, 35
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risk profile, 284
trading, 281-282

long puts
advantages/disadvantages, 57
context, 55-56
description, 54
example, 57
exiting trade, 57
Greeks, 56
margin collateral, 57
risk profile, 56
trading, 54

long put synthetic straddle, 344
advantages/disadvantages, 347
context, 345-346
description, 344
example, 348-349
exiting, 348
Greeks, 347
margin collateral, 348
risk profile, 346
trading, 344-345

modified put butterfly, 291
advantages/disadvantages, 295
context, 292-294
description, 291
example, 295-296
exiting, 295
Greeks, 294
margin collateral, 295
risk profiles, 294
trading, 292

naked put, 72
put ratio backspread, 303

context, 304-305
description, 303
example, 307-308
exiting, 307
Greeks, 306
margin collateral, 307
risk profile, 305
trading, 303-304

ratio put spread, 314
advantages/disadvantages, 318
context, 315-316
description, 314
example, 319
exiting, 318
Greeks, 317
margin collateral, 318
risk profile, 317
trading, 315

short put butterfly, 222
advantages/disadvantages, 225
context, 223-224
description, 222
example, 226
exiting, 226
Greeks, 225
margin collateral, 226

bull put spread, 73, 154
advantages/disadvantages, 76-77
context, 74-75
description, 73
example, 77
exiting, 77
Greeks, 76
margin collateral, 77
risk profile, 75
trading, 73-74

calendar put, 120
advantages/disadvantages, 124
context, 122-123
description, 121
example, 125-128
exiting, 125
Greeks, 124
margin collateral, 125
risk profile, 123
trading, 121-122

covered put, 137
advantages/disadvantages, 141
context, 139-140
description, 137-138
exiting, 141-142
Greeks, 141
margin collateral, 142
risk profile, 140
trading, 138-139

defined, 3
diagonal put, 128

advantages/disadvantages, 131-132
context, 129-130
description, 128
example, 132-136
exiting, 132
Greeks, 131
margin collateral, 132
risk profile, 131
trading, 129

European-style options, 3
intrinsic value, 6-7
long put butterfly, 271

advantages/disadvantages, 274
context, 272-273
description, 271
example, 275
exiting, 275
Greeks, 274
margin collateral, 275
risk profile, 273
trading, 271-272

long put condor, 281
advantages/disadvantages, 284
context, 282-283
description, 281
example, 285-286
exiting, 285
Greeks, 284
margin collateral, 285
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risk profile, 268
trading, 266-267

long call condor, 276
advantages/disadvantages, 279
context, 277-278
description, 276
example, 280-281
exiting, 280
Greeks, 279
margin collateral, 280
risk profile, 278
trading, 276-277

long iron butterfly, 83, 296
advantages/disadvantages, 86
context, 84-85
description, 83
example, 87-88
exiting, 87
Greeks, 86
margin collateral, 87
risk profile, 86
trading, 83-84

long iron condor, 88, 296
advantages/disadvantages, 92
context, 89-91
description, 88
example, 93
exiting, 92
Greeks, 91
margin collateral, 92
risk profile, 91
trading, 89

long put butterfly, 271
advantages/disadvantages, 274
context, 272-273
description, 271
example, 275
exiting, 275
Greeks, 274
margin collateral, 275
risk profile, 273
trading, 271-272

long put condor, 281
advantages/disadvantages, 284
context, 282-283
description, 281
example, 285-286
exiting, 285
Greeks, 284
margin collateral, 285
risk profile, 284
trading, 281-282

modified call butterfly, 286
advantages/disadvantages, 289
context, 287-288
description, 286
example, 290-291
exiting, 290
Greeks, 289
margin collateral, 290

risk profile, 224
trading, 222-223

short put condor, 232
advantages/disadvantages, 235
context, 233-234
description, 232
example, 236-237
exiting, 236
Greeks, 235
margin collateral, 236
risk profile, 234
trading, 232-233

short puts
advantages/disadvantages, 61-62
context, 59-60
description, 58
example, 62
exiting trade, 62
Greeks, 61
risk profile, 60
trading, 58-59

short put synthetic straddle, 354
advantages/disadvantages, 357
context, 355-356
description, 354
example, 359
exiting, 358
Greeks, 357
margin collateral, 358
risk profile, 356
trading, 354-355

strategy table, 384-392
synthetic put, 333

advantages/disadvantages, 336
context, 334-335
description, 334
example, 337-338
exiting, 337
Greeks, 336
margin collateral, 337
risk profile, 336
trading, 334

time value, 6-7

Q-R
qualifying stocks (OVI), 35

rangebound strategies
combining, 250
explained, 249-250
long call butterfly, 266

advantages/disadvantages, 269
context, 267-268
description, 266
example, 270
exiting, 270
Greeks, 269
margin collateral, 270
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risk profile, 317
trading, 315

reward. See also risk profiles
capped reward profile, strategies with, xviii-xix
uncapped reward potential, strategies with, xix

rho, xxx, 24-25. See also Greeks
rights versus obligations, 2, 8-9
risk-free rate of interest, 7
risk profiles

basic options risk profiles, 44
bear call ladder, 168
bear call spread, 80
bear put ladder, 174
bear put spread, 152
bull call ladder, 157
bull call spread, 147
bull put ladder, 163
bull put spread, 75
calendar call, 109
calendar put, 123
call ratio backspread, 300
capped risk profile, strategies with, xvi-xvii
covered put, 140
covered short straddle, 97
covered short strangle, 103
creating, 41-43
diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 131
guts, 214
income strategies, 69
long box, 379
long call butterfly, 268
long call condor, 278
long calls, 47
long call synthetic straddle, 341-342
long iron butterfly, 86
long iron condor, 91
long put butterfly, 273
long put condor, 284
long puts, 56
long put synthetic straddle, 346
long synthetic future, 361
modified call butterfly, 289
modified put butterfly, 294
put ratio backspread, 305
ratio call spread, 311
ratio put spread, 317
short call butterfly, 219
short call condor, 229
short calls, 52
short call synthetic straddle, 351
short combo, 374
short guts, 263
short iron butterfly, 239
short iron condor, 245
short put butterfly, 224
short put condor, 234
short put synthetic straddle, 356
short puts, 60
short straddle, 253

risk profiles, 289
trading, 287

modified put butterfly, 291
advantages/disadvantages, 295
context, 292-294
description, 291
example, 295-296
exiting, 295
Greeks, 294
margin collateral, 295
risk profiles, 294
trading, 292

short guts, 261
advantages/disadvantages, 264
context, 262-263
description, 261
example, 265
exiting, 265
Greeks, 264
margin collateral, 265
risk profile, 263
trading, 262

short straddle, 251
advantages/disadvantages, 254
context, 252-253
description, 251
example, 255-256
exiting, 255
Greeks, 254
margin collateral, 255
risk profile, 253
trading, 251-252

short strangle, 256
advantages/disadvantages, 259
context, 257-258
description, 256
example, 260
exiting, 260
Greeks, 259
margin collateral, 260
risk profile, 258
trading, 257

ratio call spread, 308
advantages/disadvantages, 312
context, 310-311
description, 309
example, 313-314
exiting, 313
Greeks, 312
margin collateral, 313
risk profile, 311
trading, 309

ratio put spread, 314
advantages/disadvantages, 318
context, 315-316
description, 314
example, 319
exiting, 318
Greeks, 317
margin collateral, 318
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short combo, 372
advantages/disadvantages, 375
context, 373-374
description, 372
example, 376
exiting, 376
Greeks, 375
margin collateral, 376
risk profile, 374
trading, 372-373

short guts, 261
advantages/disadvantages, 264
context, 262-263
description, 261
example, 265
exiting, 265
Greeks, 264
risk profile, 263
trading, 262

short iron butterfly, 237
advantages/disadvantages, 240-241
context, 238-239
description, 237
example, 241-242
exiting, 241
Greeks, 240
margin collateral, 241
risk profile, 239
trading, 237-238

short iron condor, 242
advantages/disadvantages, 245-246
context, 243-244
description, 242
example, 246-247
exiting, 246
Greeks, 245
margin collateral, 246
risk profile, 245
trading, 243

short put butterfly, 222
advantages/disadvantages, 225
context, 223-224
description, 222
example, 226
exiting, 226
Greeks, 225
margin collateral, 226
risk profile, 224
trading, 222-223

short put condor, 232
advantages/disadvantages, 235
context, 233-234
description, 232
example, 236-237
exiting, 236
Greeks, 235
margin collateral, 236
risk profile, 234
trading, 232-233

short strangle, 258
short synthetic future, 366
straddle, 188
strangle, 194
strap, 208
strip, 201
synthetic call, 331
synthetic put, 336
synthetic strategies, 370
uncapped risk profile, strategies with, xvii

Rule of the Opposites, 43

S
selecting options. See options selection
selecting stock. See stock selection
selling options, 2
setups for OVI indicator, 37-40

bullish setup, 37
consolidation breakout, 38
takeover breakout, 39

short call butterfly, 217
context, 218-219
description, 217
example, 221-222
exiting, 221
Greeks, 220
margin collateral, 221
risk profile, 219
trading, 217-218

short call condor, 227
advantages/disadvantages, 230
context, 228-229
description, 227
example, 231
exiting, 231
Greeks, 230
margin collateral, 231
risk profile, 229
trading, 227-228

short calls
advantages/disadvantages, 53
context, 50-52
description, 49-50
example, 53
exiting, 53
Greeks, 52
margin collateral, 53
risk profile, 52
trading, 50

short call synthetic straddle, 349
advantages/disadvantages, 352
context, 350-351
description, 349
example, 353-354
exiting, 353
Greeks, 352
margin collateral, 353
risk profile, 351
trading, 349-350
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bull call spread, 144-149
bull put ladder, 160-165
bull put spread, 73-77
defined, 143
example, 159-160
exiting, 159
Greeks, 158
margin collateral, 159
net credit spreads, 143
net debit spreads, 143

stock selection
bear call ladder, 167
bear call spread, 80
bear put ladder, 173
bear put spread, 151
bull call ladder, 157
bull call spread, 146
bull put ladder, 162
bull put spread, 75
calendar call, 109
calendar put, 123
call ratio backspread, 299
collar, 325
covered call, 68
covered put, 140
covered short straddle, 96
diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 130
guts, 214
long box, 379
long call butterfly, 268
long call condor, 278
long calls, 47
long call synthetic straddle, 341
long combo, 369
long iron butterfly, 85
long iron condor, 90
long put butterfly, 273
long put condor, 283
long puts, 55
long put synthetic straddle, 346
long synthetic future, 361
modified call butterfly, 288
modified put butterfly, 293
put ratio backspread, 305
ratio call spread, 310
ratio put spread, 316
short call butterfly, 219
short call condor, 229
short calls, 51
short call synthetic straddle, 351
short combo, 374
short guts, 263
short iron butterfly, 239
short iron condor, 244
short put butterfly, 224
short put condor, 234
short puts, 60
short put synthetic straddle, 356
short straddle, 253

short puts
advantages/disadvantages, 61-62
context, 59-60
description, 58
example, 62
exiting, 62
Greeks, 61
risk profile, 60
trading, 58-59

short put synthetic straddle, 354
advantages/disadvantages, 357
context, 355-356
description, 354
example, 359
exiting, 358
Greeks, 357
margin collateral, 358
risk profile, 356
trading, 354-355

short straddle, 251
advantages/disadvantages, 254
context, 252-253
description, 251
example, 255-256
exiting, 255
Greeks, 254
margin collateral, 255
risk profile, 253
trading, 251-252

short strangle, 256
advantages/disadvantages, 259
context, 257-258
description, 256
example, 260
exiting, 260
Greeks, 259
margin collateral, 260
risk profile, 258
trading, 257

short synthetic future, 364
advantages/disadvantages, 366-367
context, 364-366
description, 364
example, 367
exiting, 367
Greeks, 366
margin collateral, 367
risk profile, 366
trading, 364

software for analyzing strategies, xxxii
spreads

horizontal spreads, 143
strategy table, 384-392
vertical spreads

advantages/disadvantages, 158
bear call ladder, 165-171
bear call spread, 78-82
bear put ladder, 171-176
bear put spread, 149-154
bull call ladder, 155-157
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diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 130
explained, 3-4
guts, 214
long box, 379
long call butterfly, 268
long call condor, 278
long calls, 47
long call synthetic straddle, 341
long combo, 369
long iron butterfly, 85
long iron condor, 90
long put butterfly, 273
long put condor, 283
long puts, 56
long put synthetic straddle, 346
long synthetic future, 361
modified call butterfly, 288
modified put butterfly, 293
overview, 14
put ratio backspread, 305
ratio call spread, 311
ratio put spread, 316
short call butterfly, 219
short call condor, 229
short calls, 51
short call synthetic straddle, 351
short combo, 374
short guts, 263
short iron butterfly, 239
short iron condor, 244
short put butterfly, 224
short put condor, 234
short puts, 60
short put synthetic straddle, 356
short straddle, 253
short strangle, 103, 258
short synthetic future, 365
straddle, 188
strangle, 194
strap, 208
strip, 201
synthetic call, 330

strip, 197
advantages/disadvantages, 202
context, 200-201
description, 197-199
example, 203-204
exiting, 203
Greeks, 202
margin collateral, 203
risk profile, 201
trading, 199-200

symbols (options), 11, 14-15
synthetic call, 328

advantages/disadvantages, 332
context, 329-331
description, 328-329
example, 332-333
exiting, 332

short strangle, 103, 258
short synthetic future, 365
straddle, 187-188
strangle, 194
strap, 208
strip, 201
synthetic call, 330
synthetic put, 335

stop loss/sell stop, 20
stops, 20-21
straddle, 179

advantages/disadvantages, 189
context, 187-188
description, 179-181
earnings surprise straddle, 181-182
example, 190-191
exiting, 190
Greeks, 189
margin collateral, 190
pre-earnings in-and-out straddle, 182-183
pure chart pattern setup straddle, 184-185
risk profile, 188
trading, 185-186

strangle, 191
advantages/disadvantages, 195
context, 193-194
description, 191-192
example, 196-197
exiting, 196
Greeks, 195
risk profile, 194
trading, 192-193

strap, 204
advantages/disadvantages, 209
context, 207-208
description, 204-206
example, 210-211
exiting, 210
Greeks, 209
margin collateral, 210
risk profile, 208
trading, 206-207

Strategy Analyzers, xxxii
strategy table, 384-392
strike price

bear call ladder, 168
bear call spread, 80
bear put ladder, 173
bear put spread, 151
bull call ladder, 157
bull call spread, 146
bull put ladder, 162
bull put spread, 75
calendar call, 109
calendar put, 123
call ratio backspread, 299
collar, 325
covered call, 69
covered put, 140
covered short straddle, 96
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exiting, 348
Greeks, 347
margin collateral, 348
risk profile, 346
trading, 344-345

long synthetic future, 359
advantages/disadvantages, 362
context, 360-361
description, 360
example, 363
exiting, 363
Greeks, 362
margin collateral, 363
risk profile, 361
trading, 360

short call synthetic straddle, 349
advantages/disadvantages, 352
context, 350-351
description, 349
example, 353-354
exiting, 353
Greeks, 352
margin collateral, 353
risk profile, 351
trading, 349-350

short combo, 372
advantages/disadvantages, 375
context, 373-374
description, 372
example, 376
exiting, 376
Greeks, 375
margin collateral, 376
risk profile, 374
trading, 372-373

short put synthetic straddle, 354
advantages/disadvantages, 357
context, 355-356
description, 354
example, 359
exiting, 358
Greeks, 357
margin collateral, 358
risk profile, 356
trading, 354-355

short synthetic future, 364
advantages/disadvantages, 366-367
context, 364-366
description, 364
example, 367
exiting, 367
Greeks, 366
margin collateral, 367
risk profile, 366
trading, 364

synthetic call, 328
advantages/disadvantages, 332
context, 329-331
description, 328-329
example, 332-333

Greeks, 331
margin collateral, 332
risk profile, 331
trading, 329

synthetic put, 333
advantages/disadvantages, 336
context, 334-335
description, 334
example, 337-338
exiting, 337
Greeks, 336
margin collateral, 337
risk profile, 336
trading, 334

synthetic strategies
collar, 322

advantages/disadvantages, 327
context, 324-326
description, 322-323
example, 327-328
exiting, 327
Greeks, 326
margin collateral, 327
risk profile, 326
trading, 323-324

explained, 321-322
long box, 377

advantages/disadvantages, 380
context, 378-379
description, 377
example, 381-382
exiting, 381
Greeks, 380
margin collateral, 381
risk profile, 379
trading, 377-378

long call synthetic straddle, 338
advantages/disadvantages, 342
context, 340-341
description, 339
example, 343
exiting, 343
margin collateral, 343
risk profile, 341-342
trading, 339-340

long combo, 368
advantages/disadvantages, 371
context, 369-370
description, 368
example, 372
exiting, 371
Greeks, 370
margin collateral, 371
risk profile, 370
trading, 368

long put synthetic straddle, 344
advantages/disadvantages, 347
context, 345-346
description, 344
example, 348-349
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short calls, 51
short call synthetic straddle, 350
short combo, 373
short guts, 262
short iron butterfly, 239
short iron condor, 244
short put butterfly, 224
short put condor, 233
short puts, 59
short put synthetic straddle, 355
short straddle, 252
short strangle, 103, 258
short synthetic future, 365
straddle, 187
strangle, 193
strap, 207
strip, 200
synthetic call, 330
synthetic put, 335

time limits to trade
all or none, 21
day-only orders, 20
fill or kill, 21
GTC (good till cancelled), 20
week-only orders, 21

time period to trade
bear call ladder, 167
bear call spread, 79
bear put ladder, 173
bear put spread, 151
bull call ladder, 157
bull call spread, 146
bull put ladder, 162
bull put spread, 75
calendar call, 108
calendar put, 122
call ratio backspread, 299
collar, 325
covered call, 68
covered put, 140
covered short straddle, 96
diagonal call, 116
diagonal put, 130
guts, 214
long box, 379
long call butterfly, 268
long call condor, 278
long calls, 47
long call synthetic straddle, 341
long combo, 369
long iron butterfly, 85
long iron condor, 90
long put butterfly, 273
long put condor, 283
long puts, 55
long put synthetic straddle, 346
long synthetic future, 361
modified call butterfly, 288
modified put butterfly, 293
put ratio backspread, 304

exiting, 332
Greeks, 331
margin collateral, 332
risk profile, 331
trading, 329

synthetic put, 333
advantages/disadvantages, 336
context, 334-335
description, 334
example, 337-338
exiting, 337
Greeks, 336
margin collateral, 337
risk profile, 336
trading, 334

T
takeover breakout (OVI), 39
theta, xxx, 24-25. See also Greeks
ticker symbols, 11, 14-15
time decay

bear call ladder, 167
bear call spread, 79
bear put ladder, 173
bear put spread, 151
bull call ladder, 156
bull call spread, 146
bull put ladder, 162
bull put spread, 74
calendar call, 108
calendar put, 122
call ratio backspread, 299
collar, 325
covered call, 68
covered put, 140
covered short straddle, 96
diagonal call, 115
diagonal put, 130
guts, 213
long box, 379
long call butterfly, 267
long call condor, 278
long calls, 46
long call synthetic straddle, 340
long combo, 369
long iron butterfly, 85
long iron condor, 90
long put butterfly, 272
long put condor, 283
long puts, 55
long put synthetic straddle, 346
long synthetic future, 361
modified call butterfly, 288
modified put butterfly, 293
put ratio backspread, 304
ratio call spread, 310
ratio put spread, 316
short call butterfly, 218
short call condor, 228
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modified put butterfly, 292
net debit spreads, 150
order types

buy stops, 20
limit orders, 19-20
market orders, 19
stop loss/sell stop, 20

put ratio backspread, 303-304
ratio call spread, 309
ratio put spread, 315
short call butterfly, 217-218
short call condor, 227-228
short calls, 50
short call synthetic straddle, 349-350
short combo, 372-373
short guts, 262
short iron butterfly, 237-238
short iron condor, 243
short put butterfly, 222-223
short put condor, 232-233
short puts, 58-59
short put synthetic straddle, 354-355
short straddle, 251-252
short strangle, 257
short synthetic future, 364
straddle, 185-186
strangle, 192-193
strap, 206-207
strip, 199-200
synthetic call, 329, 334
trading tips, 21

U
uncapped reward potential, strategies with, xix
uncapped risk profile, xvii
unreadable OVIs, 36

V
valuation of options, 4-7
vega, xxx, 24-25. See also Greeks
vertical spreads

bear call ladder, 165-171
bear call spread, 78-82
bear put ladder, 171-176
bear put spread, 149-154
bull call ladder, 155-160
bull call spread, 144-149
bull put ladder, 160-165
bull put spread, 73-77
defined, 143
net credit spreads, 143
net debit spreads, 143

volatility, 7
volatility strategies

guts, 211
advantages/disadvantages, 215-216
context, 213-214
description, 211-212

ratio call spread, 310
ratio put spread, 316
short call butterfly, 219
short call condor, 229
short calls, 51
short call synthetic straddle, 350
short combo, 373
short guts, 263
short iron butterfly, 239
short iron condor, 244
short put butterfly, 224
short put condor, 234
short put synthetic straddle, 355
short puts, 60
short straddle, 253
short strangle, 103, 258
short synthetic future, 365
straddle, 187
strangle, 193
strap, 207
strip, 200
synthetic call, 330
synthetic put, 335

time value
calls, 6
defined, 4-5
puts, 7

trading
bear call ladder, 166
bear call spread, 78-79
bear put ladder, 172
bull call ladder, 155-156
bull call spread, 145
bull put ladder, 161
bull put spread, 73-74
calendar call, 107-108
calendar put, 121-122
call ratio backspread, 298
collar, 323-324
covered call, 66-67
covered put, 138-139
covered short straddle, 94-95
covered short strangle, 101-102
diagonal call, 114-115
diagonal put, 129
guts, 212-213
long box, 377-378
long call butterfly, 266-267
long call condor, 276-277
long calls, 45-46
long call synthetic straddle, 339-340
long combo, 368
long iron butterfly, 83-84
long iron condor, 89
long put butterfly, 271-272
long put condor, 281-282
long puts, 54
long put synthetic straddle, 344-345
long synthetic future, 360
modified call butterfly, 287
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example, 236-237
exiting, 236
Greeks, 235
margin collateral, 236
risk profile, 234
trading, 232-233

straddle, 179
advantages/disadvantages, 189
context, 187-188
description, 179-181
earnings surprise straddle, 181-182
example, 190-191
exiting, 190
Greeks, 189
margin collateral, 190
pre-earnings in-and-out straddle, 182-183
pure chart pattern setup straddle, 184-185
risk profile, 188
trading, 185-186

strangle, 191
advantages/disadvantages, 195
context, 193-194
description, 191-192
example, 196-197
exiting, 196
Greeks, 195
risk profile, 194
trading, 192-193

strap, 204
advantages/disadvantages, 209
context, 207-208
description, 204-206
example, 210-211
exiting, 210
Greeks, 209
margin collateral, 210
risk profile, 208
trading, 206-207

strategies benefiting from high volatility, xiv
strategies benefiting from low volatility, xiv-xv
strip, 197

advantages/disadvantages, 202
context, 200-201
description, 197-199
example, 203-204
exiting, 203
Greeks, 202
margin collateral, 203
risk profile, 201
trading, 199-200

W-X-Y-Z
websites

optioneasy.com, xxxiii, 40
ovitraders.com, 27, 40

week-only orders, 21

zeta, 25. See also Greeks

example, 216-217
exiting, 216
Greeks, 215
margin collateral, 216
risk profile, 214
trading, 212-213

overview, 177-178
short call butterfly, 217

context, 218-219
description, 217
example, 221-222
exiting, 221
Greeks, 220
margin collateral, 221
risk profile, 219
trading, 217-218

short call condor, 227
advantages/disadvantages, 230
context, 228-229
description, 227
example, 231
exiting, 231
Greeks, 230
margin collateral, 231
risk profile, 229
trading, 227-228

short iron butterfly, 237
advantages/disadvantages, 240-241
context, 238-239
description, 237
example, 241-242
exiting, 241
Greeks, 240
margin collateral, 241
risk profile, 239
trading, 237-238

short iron condor, 242
advantages/disadvantages, 245-246
context, 243-244
description, 242
example, 246-247
exiting, 246
Greeks, 245
margin collateral, 246
risk profile, 245
trading, 243

short put butterfly, 222
advantages/disadvantages, 225
context, 223-224
description, 222
example, 226
exiting, 226
Greeks, 225
margin collateral, 226
risk profile, 224
trading, 222-223

short put condor, 232
advantages/disadvantages, 235
context, 233-234
description, 232
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